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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
H_igh schools across the nation have had more and more requests for 
a program of home economics oriented toward boys' needs in today's 
society. High school teachers surveyed (Appendix B9 Page 79) gave as 
reasons for the increase in the enrollment of boys in home economics 
classes: as a hobby; for "survival" as a bachelor; to be able to pre-
pare meals for the immediate family; to prepare for a career in food ser-
vice; and for personal satisfaction. 
With the passage of the Vocational Act of 1963 9 many implications 
and possibilities for chii:1lges and expansion are indicated for home ec-
onomics education. Alo?g with traditional education for homemaking, 
the act permits the use of Smith- Hughes and George-Barden funds for ed-
ucation directed toward employment opportunities using homemaking skills. 
This program includes boys as well as girls 9 and the objective is to 
educate youth for occupations requiring home economics skills and know-
ledge. (30). 
The number of you_ng men presently enrolled in area Vocational-
Technical Schools. who are taking home economics courses 9 is an indi-
cation of the growing interest of boys and men in food service and 
nutrition, both as a career and as a hobby. Tho~e boys who express 
i nterest in home economi~s at the high school level 9 tend to show the 
greatest interest in knowledge of actual food preparation. 
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The writer believes that curriculum needs identified by people in 
the food industry, (42), and by students of boys' home economics classes 
taught in the past, are of value and indicate a great need for better 
instruction in the area of foods and nut rit i on. This inst~uction would 
be more effective if it would be geared specifically toward boys . 
The home economics teacher must be aware of the differences in 
psychological make- up, needs, and skills of the male student as compared 
to the female student. The boy approaches the study of nutrition as re-
lated to his particular interests, not necessarily out of necessity. (29). 
These interests may include : athletics, space travel, chemistry 1 math, 
wage-earning, or a very normal and healthy appetite . The home economics 
teacher may uti l ize these interests to reach the individual students. 
The writer has found that with the growing pressure upon the home 
economics teacher to teach boys' classes 9 there is great apprehension on 
the part of the teacher. As indicated in the survey (Appendix B, Page 
79) t these .feelings were a result of many things: a lack of resources 
and materials designed for teaching boys' classes , and a basic lack of 
understanding on the part of the teacher , of the needs of the male 
students as compared to the needs of their female students. 
Hurlock (29), relates that by nature , the boy student tends to be 
more responsive to a variety of experiences , and enjoys more active par-
tici pation in projects. He enjoys challenging experiences~ and is -more 
frank and straight- forward in his approach t o problem- solving. This 
indicates much preparation on the part of the home economics teacher, in 
order to "tailor" her teaching to the needs of the boy student . 
Through experiences in teaching b~ys ' foods and nutl'!tion classes, 
the writer believes that the boys appreciate and benefit greatly from a 
variety of visual experiences, additional laboratory experiencest and 
from individualized instruction, This may be due in part to the "new= 
ness" of the home economics subject matter, and to the "natural" ten-
dancy of boys to resist monotony, (50), 
The writer was unable to find a definite course of instruction for 
boys included in any home economics textbooks at this timet which would 
aid in the development of educational media for teaching foods and 
nutrition classes at the high school level~ The writer realiz.es that 
schools vary widely in resources made available to the home economics 
teacher. but feels that all home economics teachers can and should be 
knowledgeable of the educational media. available commercially, and that 
which she could develop herselfo An ever-increasing variety of audio-
visual media is available, and teachers need to familiarize themselves 
with new developments in order to use them constructively in their 
teaching. ( 62 L 
Many teachers refrain from using media because they are unfamiliar 
with new developments and hesitant to take the time to learn how to use 
the media effectivelyo {l), Research is particularly lacking in the 
field of home economics, and the materials developed in this study 
should help to encourage home economics teachers to keep up with the 
developments in media and to pursue developing some on their own, It 
is hoped that not only would the individual students benefit from the 
work of the teacher in developing and using media, but that the teacher 
would benefit from the experience as wello 
The writer became interested in developing educational media to 
use in her own boys~ foods and nutrition classes which were taught in a 
flexible modular scheduled high school, (2)o Other home economics 
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teachers involved in modular scheduling, expressed a desire to have 
suggestions for commercially available programs as well as help in 
developing their own, 
These teachers had been able to find very little background mate-
rials for use in boys' classes 1 and most stated that the commercial 
materials already developed in foods and nutrition• related so strongly 
to the needs and interests of the girl student, they were not effective 
when used with a boys' class. A desire was expressed to have materials 
which were "tailored" to boys' classes, These materials included film 
loops, slides, textbooks, and programed material.so 
The writer suspected that through the developing of the afore 
mentioned materials to meet specific student needs, the teacher should, 
in the process, become a better organized, more effective teacher. 
Developing programs of instruction, requires careful planning and de-
fining of objectives. To develop effective mediai the teacher must 
decide these things, (39), 
L What is it that we must teach? 
2. How will we know when we have taught it? 
3. What-materials and procedures will work best to teach what we 
wish to teach? 
On the basis of a personal interest in the teaching of boys' home 
economics classes in foods and nutrition 1 a desire to become familiar 
with the educational media in use today, and finally, to find meaning-
ful ways of communicating with the individual student 9 the writer chose 
to pursue the development of sample educational media which is "tail-
ored" to teach foods and nutrition to high school boys 0 classes. 
4 
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Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to develop samples of educational 
media for teaching boys v foods and nutrition classes at the high school 
level, and to give suggestions for the use of the media 9 as well as a 
list of the commercially available materials in each of the three areas 
selected. These areas includedg Bmm film loops, programed instruction, 
and slide series programs. 
The objectives of this study wereg 
1. To review information gained from the t-1riter's own 
teaching experience with boysv foods and nutrition 
classes• and to identify some of the students' needs 
in order to determine appropriate teaching techniques 
utilizing educational mediao · 
2. To analyze and select significant needs of home economics 
teachers in twenty high schools involved in flexible 
modular scheduling 0 in relation to the educational 
media used to instruct boys v foods and nutrition classes. 
3. To research and become knowledgeable of the types of· 
educational media in use today and to develop samples 
of selected media for use in teaching boys 1 foods and 
nutrition classes. 
i+. '.fo review and include a list of the commercial materials 
available in each of the selected media 0 in the area of 
foods and nutrition, which may be appropriate for use in 
teachin1g boys O classes. 
s. To prepare educational objectives which communicate and 
provide a sound basis for the selection of educational 
media for use in teaching boys' foods and nutrition classes. 
60 To give suggestions for the use of the sample media in. 
· developing course content for a boys O foods and nutrition 
classo 
Delimitations of the Study 
The study was limited to boysg classes in foods and nutrition at 
the secondary level. The survey (Appendix B • Page 79), which was used 
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as background for the study was limited to the home economics teachers 
in twenty flexible modular scheduled high schools in Colorado, New 
Mexico, and Nevadao 
The study was limited to three types of educational media materials: 
(1) 8rnrn single concept film loops~ (2) programed instruction. and (3) 
35mm slide series programso These programs were developed as sample 
programs only and were not to test the effectiveness of each media usedo 
The fifteen areas within a foods and nutrition unit were selected 
from the Oklahoma~ Missouri• and Colorado State Guides, and used in 
the survey sent to the twenty flexible modular scheduled high schools o 
These particular areas were chosen as they were thought by the writer to 
represent the variety of concepts which might be taught within a boys' 
foods and nutrition classo The teachers were given an opportunity to 
list any other areas they deemed importanto 
The media chosen by the wl"iter are those which are considered by 
the writer to most likely appeal to the mind and interest of the male 
student. The sample programs are intended for use both in large group 
instruction and in .individualized study projects. It is believed that 
these types of programs will be effective both on a flexible modular 
scheduled program and on the traditionally scheduled programo 
Definitions of Terms 
Educational Media (sometimes referred to as audiovisual instruction 
.a.li!.wta'm!c ! "4.1!1.is!>OWJ> fu. NW?'"' 
or educational technology) r.efers to any type of instruction which 
utiliz·es visual or audio materials and devices to stimulate learning" 
(49). For the purposes of this study, educational media will refer to 
Bmm single concept film loops 0 pr.ogramed inst:ructfori• and 35mm slide 
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series programs • 
. §_u,7v~.;t. as used in this study will refer to a general or comprehen-
sive view taken by home economics teachers in modularly scheduled high 
schools, at the boys 0 foods and nutrition classes which they were teach-
ing. This survey is in the form of a questionnaire. 
Individualized Instruction (sometimes referred to as Independent 
.wdll,bii~:!sl' h . Jii!!l,,i,ill • ~- .::Sr,..x.:$:!t. .b4. 
Study~ Self ... Pacing, or "unstructured" study projects) iii ( 2), refers to 
the organization of instruction to provide for differences in individ-
ual students 9 interestsll abilitiesro and needso The home economics 
teacher works with the student individually and allows the student to 
pursue a study in deptho The programs developed in this study can be 
used for individualizing instruction of boys in home economics classes. 
Flexible Modular S,che.duling as referred to in this study. is the 
process known as the Stanford School Scheduling System. (2). This 
study was launched in 1960 and the school where the writer previously 
taught was one of the pilot schools. The school day is divided into 
modules of time. Each teacher and department is responsible for decid-
fog the st:riucture of their particular classesb The length of classes II 
numbers of meetings~ sizes of classes 11 room designation~ etcb is fed in-
to a compute:r-b The computer generates the final schedule for each 
teacher and pupil. The programs developed in this study.can easily be 
utilized in a flexible scheduled school for individualized instruction., 
Open Laboratory refers to designated laboratory facilities used by 
students within necessary time restrictions to complete performance 
goals or for.individualized instruction. For the purposes of this 
studyt the open laboratory will refer to the home economics classroom 
in the secondary schools The media developed in this study is oriented 
toward_ use in the open laboratory. A home economics laboratory is 
considered "open" when there are no structured or scheduled classes 
going on at the same time. (2)o The teachers are available for help. 
Instructional Objectives are used in the teaching process to comm-. .. . . . . - '.. Lw.::..dV . &OL&!d . · . 
unicate an intent with a statement describing a proposed change ih a 
learner. This is a statement of what the learner is to be like when he 
has successfully completed a learning experience. In this study; these 
objectives will refer to those which served as a basis for the develop-
ment of the educational media. (34), 
~ Instructi£!l is a means by which information is provided 
for the pupil in bit-by-biti step=by=step sequences. (22). The student 
is led through a carefully planned sequence of material to a desired 
type of behavior. The student must respond frequently to questions or 
stimuli, and his responses are immediately reinforced by the revelation 
of the resu_lts of his answers. Each segment of information is referred 
to as a "frame" 9 and the ·entire sequence of material is referr-ed to as 
a "program'.'" . ( 32), 
.§E£,ambl~£ Prog_raJTlS (sometimes referred to as "branching" or "in-
trinsic" programs) 9 (4l), are those programs in which the student reads 
a segment of material and then chooses one of two 1 three, or four ans-
wers to a question. If he chooses an incorrect answer, he is sent to a 
new page explaining why it is incorrect and told to go back and choose 
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again, If- he chooses the correct answer 9 he flips to a new page for new 
material. This is the type of programed instruction used in the two 
programs developed for this study. 
Bmm_ Single Concept E.!t-.!11 f!_oops (sometimes referred to as continuous 
loop films 9 or Bmm motion pictures) are short movies made with Bmm film. 
The films are usually two or three minutes in length 9 and deal with a 
single concept, demonstration, or topico (60)o The student's attention 
is focused on a basic point 9 isolated from irrelevant distractionso 
Super 8 film is now being used widely to allow space for a larger and 
a clearer picture image. (47). Super 8mm film was used in the film 
loops developed for this study. 
9 
Slide Series Progr~F!. as used in this study will refer to the use of 
· 2 x 2 to 3. 1/4 x 4 inch photographic transparencies in cardboard mounts. 
These slides may be arranged in sequence to demonstrate a step=by-step 
process 0 or group·ed to illustrate a specific concept o ( 11). For this 
study, a series of slides were taken by the writer and put into the 
form of a program with a script written to explain and clarify the pict= 
ures as they are shown. The pictures can be of actual objects or people!> 
or can be animated by using pictures drawn or taken from magazines 9 and 
photographing. these. "l'he pictures are in color and can be used with 
group or individualized instructiono 
Procedure 
This study was developmental in nature and the f9llowing procedure 
was usedo A questionnaire was developed to determine types of educat= 
ional media cu~rently being used by selected home economics teachers in 
teaching boys~ foods and nutrition classeso Another objective of the 
questionnaire was to determine if there was a signific;::ant lack of mate-
rials oriented towal'd teaching boys 0 foods and nutrition classes• and to 
determine whicheducational media the teachers were most interested in 
receivi:ng ideas for and u~i:ng• The short questionnaire was sent out to 
home economics teachers in twenty h.igh schools in Colorado, New Mexico, 
and Oregono Each of these schools were currently on flexible modular 
scheduling and each home economics teacher was currently teaching a 
boys 9 foods and nutrition classo 
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The information received in these questionnaires~ a review of the 
current commercial materials now available in the area of home economics~ 
and a review of literature related to recent developments in educational. 
media was used as a basis for the selection of specific programs to be 
developed in this studyo 
Early in the fall semester 0 th~ questionnaires were sent out to the 
twenty schools who had agreed to participate in·the studyo The twenty 
questionnaires were all returned 9 and on the basis of the answers@ the 
writer selected the samplii1l programs to be done in this study" 
A review of literature was done to determine new developments in 
educational media. 9 to identify commercial materials available~ and to 
review media used to teach high s<ehool foods and nutrition classes in 
the pasto 
Self:'icted readings relating the psychological=lear>ning characteris= 
tics of boys a:is compared to girls~ was \l.U.:H:Hll ©1~ a basis for> d~t~rmining 
instrucrtional ob:Je©tive1!'$ iiilld ®Xp@rienc~so 
Extens.i ve background readi_ng on the development of Bmm single con= 
cept film loops~ programed instruction 0 and the development of slide 
series programs~ was used as a basis for the developm1ant of sample pro= 
grams of each of the listed mediao JLit.erature involving the pr>eparation 
of instructional objectives was used as a basis for the development of 
each of the sample programso The. guidelines developed by Gould (25) for 
developing audiovisual instruction~ was used as a reference in each of 
the programso 
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A sample program was developed in each of the three medias describ= 
ed i 8mm si_ngle concept film loops gi programed instruction 0 and a slide 
series programo These programs will he tested in several h,igh schools 
on flexible modular ·scheduli,ng 0 but the results of the testing will not 
be included in this study. · 
Through the recommendations and conclusions of the study 9 the 
writer attempted to encour.age more home economics teachers to develop 
their own· educational media 0 and to 11tailor01 media for the teaching of 
boys 9 foods and nutrition classes at the high school level. This study 
was oriented toward the·individualization of instruction by the home 
economics teacher<) (16) o 
Organization of the Study 
The report of this study is organized int~ur chapterso 
Chapter I presents the bac.kground of the problem 0 statement and 
description of the problem 9 objectives of the study., and the delimitat= 
ions.of th-a-studyo Also included is. adef·inition of terms 0 procedure 0 
and the o.rganization of the study o · 
A review of literature is contained in Chapter II 9 pertaining to 
methods used:to teach boys 9 classes-as compared to teaching girls 9 
classes 9 methods·~ used· to tea.eh foods and nutrition classes at the h_igh 
school leveit0 · methods ·-of individuali:d?g instruction~ and a review of 
· the .development· and. role of media in home economi«:::s edu.cationo 
Chapter· Ill relates the methodol_ogy of the development of specific 
educational media which includes 8mm single concept film loops 9 pro= 
gramed inst:ruction.i and a slide series p:raogramb The basic concepts and 
the. behavioral. objectives for each pr.ogram 0 as well as 1:m.gg,stions for 
the use of the media. developedi in co1xrse content are given along with 
a review of the available commercially produced media in each of these 
three areas,, 
Finally 9; the summary~ conc.lusion:s ~ r~comm*ndations 9 and imp Heat"" 
io.ns are presented in Chapter IVo 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Literature related to the teachi?g of foods and nutrition at the 
high school level indicated a common opinion of the importance of this 
subject matter to ·the· h_igh-··school. girl 9 but the Wl'iter found that the 
high school. boy was· not mentioned other than· j-ust a passing comment~ A 
review of litera:ture· ais·o :revealed a preponderance of media developed 
in many subject matters 0 but limited in the. general area of home eco= 
nornics ~ In reviewing·· the· media cataJ.ogues and· :secondary home economics 
foods texts·, the writer was unable to find any media developed spec= 
ifically for teaching boys O foods and nutrition classes~ 
Individualizi~g Instrµction 
It seems reasonab·le· to assume that some of the activities in the 
learning process 0 can be: bert. accomplis.hed· by the student independentlyo 
Not:.only does::this·~·s-a.-ve:,·some. of the teacher 0 s ·ti-me 9 but it makes 
the: learni?g more ef·fective :by :re-quiri_ng the· student to participate in 
the learning process, as we.11 .. as .. allowi_ng the students to progress at 
their own rateo (.If }o 
Allen and Bush· C2) discuss the reaction of students to independent 
study time in tQe .flexibly scheduled schoolso 
''The great majority of students® evidently 9 when provided 
with an opportunity for individual initiative 9 want to make 
the most of their school experienceo The open laboratory which 
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an arrangement whereby students~ with theil:• teacher 0s 
approval, may use laboratory facilities as their time perm.itst 
is particularly beneficial for those subjects which depend on 
performance with established levels of quality as criteriao 
The student must accomplish· well=defined learning tasks and 
individual student differences in the time it takes to meet: 
these performance criteria are automatically provided foro 11 
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The need .for curricular reform in the high school is unquestioned; 
demand for change is in cresendoi> (59) o · If the holding powe1, of the 
school is to be strengthened to compete with the outside attractive 
attention=getting media as televisioni radio 9 and movies 9 a new type of 
teaching is called faro ,(54)o 
Students ill all subject areas need to. go beyond acquiring essential 
and presently acCllepted datas to develop new ideas~ models~. and interpre= 
tat ions. Programs which provide opportunity to try out new techniques~ 
compare techniques 0 and encour·,age the student to go ;farther in his 
studies~ tend to·. develop the maximum potential of inquiring minds and 
creative independent studyo (33)o 
Allen (3) states that during the past thirty yearsi a tremendous 
amount of reseat'ch has accumulated '0demonstra:ting conclusively that 
audiovisual instructional material§: 9 properly used 9 can-make significant 
contributions to -learning over a wide range o-f conditions and subject 
matter conterrt o~' -As students are. given more responsibility for their 
own educa'l;ion ~ they :shoul:d. also learn to test·· themselves in order to 
evaluate .what. they have learned or fail·ed to learn6 ( 15) o 11 Independent 
study provides. an excelibmt experience for instilling the desire for 
continuous learning~ which is a desirable lifelong value. 91 US) o 
Individualizing Instruction with Educational Media 
Changes in a society usually bri;ng changes to its institutions~ 
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including education. (21). Problems arising from the increasing num= 
hers of students 9 seriously faced in the l950es~ led to massive building 
programs and to experiments with such innovations as flexible schedul= 
ing 0 teaching teams 0 teachers O aides 9 and ,. educational television o The 
almost··cons~ant. attempts to-improve school curricula. were intensified 
and changed.,,in. dir~ction after· 1957 wh~n Sputnik apparently led to pub= 
licly equate national survival with an increase in ''subject matter con= 
tent~ 11 Following Sputnik ID the Federal. government greatly expanded 
financial aid to education. (7). 
Wittich and Schuler (62) discuss the significant t:t•ends which may 
be regarded as resu:lting from the impetus of all the federal fundingo 
The.re is a resulting emphasis upon innovation in curriculum 9 methods~ 
staffing"· resources 0 and instructional organizationo The increasing 
attention in our schools to provide . many forms of indi vidualiz.ed inst= 
ruction is, r,efle-cted' in .varied usE!s of ·the computer to store~ compile 0 
and retrive data concerning students=their- int-erests ~ "Capabilities~ 
previous experiences-ip~n"for.man-ce~ or-specia-1-needso (45)o It is widely 
believed that the dream -of· 11the best for ~ach11 ·may be only achieved 
through··.such meanso (54);; 
Educational media should.not be viewed as a threat: to teacherso 
Media is not designed to replace ·the t:·eacher 9 but to make her job easier 
and more effective" (62). The teacher can be fre·e to work with individ= 
ual students and ideaso The eff.ectiv.eness of the media depends upon the 
teacher us abilities" She must plan i select® and prepare the appropriate 
media to st.imulate learning or . to produce desired changes in student 
behavior. (45)e Because of the tremendous diversity in abilities and 
interests-of the·large groups of studentsili individual instruction has 
become the- great concern of educators in all fields~ 
Using Educational Media 
To Enhance Home Economics 
Home economics (~lasses evolve around basic ideas and generalizat-
ions which lend themselves easily to different types of educational 
media, (48)t In order to teach the various areas of home economics 
effectivelyi definite concepts and instructional objectives must be 
developed by the teacher, (5). There is much opportunity for individ-
ualization of instruction in the laboratory situation which is typical 
of the home economics classroom. (16), 
Educational . media- materials help in developing· understandings; 
experiences which are otherwise unavailable to students in the class-
room can be provided-with the use of mediao With the changing face of 
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society 9 the teacher must compete with many outside classroom diversions 
in order_.to stimulate the minds of the studentso The home economics 
teacher has. a-. tremendous task in aiding students to become knowledgeable 
of the multttud-e of· products·on the market~ ·both for con1mmption and 
and preparation.! (15) ~ Consumer education is rated as one of the most 
important responsibilities of the educational system in the United 
States• and the bulk of this responsibility falls to the home economics 
teacher. ( 16), 
Wiman and Meierhenry (61) discussed the increased range of student 
abili-ties which provide cause for teachers to develop newer media. 
Eighty years ago• education beyond. grammar school was the special priv-
ilege of relatively limited numbers of individuals in our society. But 
in each decade since then, the number of students who continue onto 
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secondary and higher education has multiplied. Changing social concepts 9 
improved economic conditions·, and the increased educational requirements 
of our own more complext industrialized society, have kept many students 
in school who formerly would.have dropped out or been excluded for lack 
of aptitude or interest. ( 52 )·., · 
As a result of these developments, teachers need instructional 
materials and techniques for use with groups contain'i~g individuals of 
widely varying abilities. The teachers also need materials which pro-
vide individualized instruction that requires only minimum teacher 
participation or assistanceo The home economics teacher must divide 
herself among several different subject areas during the average school 
day 9 and media which could be used by students·individually could save 
her much time and effort. (16)o 
Teacher Education in the Use of Media 
In this electronic,;;::atomic world, teachers and the school program 
compete with·a constant-flood of audiovisuaLexperiences outside the 
school. Even small child:r;,en enter school for···the first time with as 
much as 3t000 to 4,ooo.·hours of television viewi_ng behind them. ('+6). 
Both adolescents -and adults face constant demands for attention 
from various mass mediai· ·Writers and commentators wor,k to influence 
their opinions with - a1dvertisements of goods t s-ervices 5 and worthy 
causes compete for possible purchases or. gifts from persons in all walks 
of life. The avera·ge American listens as many as four to six hours each 
day to various fo:r>ms of-expertly prepared mass communications. As a 
result of all this attention. Cincludi.ng many media c:ontacts that are not 
consciously "educa:t:i:ona-l"-)!i, the entire public, amo,ng which are teachers 
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and students~ learns a. great deal o ( 9). 
These many contacts with skillfully prepared media productions out= 
side of :formal education~ lead students to e:x:pect high technical quality 
in media presentations and teacher preserr'tt:ations in the· classroom, (17) o 
Thus, teachers must be well prepared and highly organized~ with their 
objectives clearly defined and with materials carefully sdected or 
designed to assist students in achieving these objectives. (_35 )o 
One of the greatest challenges to teaching 0 arises from the current 
rapid expansion of knowledgeo Man today is discovering~ classifying 9 
and recording new .information at a phenomenal rate=essentially doubling 
our fund of knowledge every ten yearso (..54)o No one can even faintly 
imagine an end to such discoveriest so•a problem of primary importance 
for teachers is to keep up to date-on new knowledgeo They depend more 
and more upon pl"Ofessional compilers and interpreters of knowledge= 
people who read basic sources and prepare secondary materials about 
them. These include the wz.•i ters and p:r-oducers of our textbooks~ films~ 
filmstrips~ dramatized rec,ordings 0 teaching kits~ and p'.i:'ogramed mate= 
rials o Thus,, the professional teach~r must know· and use dependable 
sources of infoz•mation about available materials 21 and develop skills in 
applying criter.ia to assess thei:r• a.ccuracy and validity o ( 24)., 
Marshall McLuhan has emphasized the importance of studying various 
media of communication to determine their speda.l capabilities for 
conveying·certain. kinds·of messages, (30)o Teachersi he says~ should 
carry out constant 99audience resear0chu9 0 analyzing avai.lable materials 
to determine their appropriateness for definite purposes and for ind= 
i vi dual students. This;, in effect~ is the promis~ of modern instruct"~ 
to the ways of communicating 
with and instructing students on an individual basiso (6). 
Several other views on this matter deserve mention here. Philip 
w. Jackson of the University of Chicago pointed out that educational 
technol·ogy can· improve the quality of education thro_ugh (l) greater 
individualization of instruction 9 ( 2) a greatly enriched library of 
teaching materialssi and (3) possible cost reduction. (26). 
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Richard Lo Bright (8)e testifying before a congressional committee, 
also emphasized that "the major thrust in educational research today is 
toward the· goal of truly individualized education". Describing pro-
gramed instruction and the computerized classroom as the best means of 
achieving individualized instruction$ he cautioned that educational 
media cannot develop the capability of the student-to communicate 
effectively with other people. It cannot train the pupil to originate 
ideas. or talk confidently-·before a group. The fundamental consequence 
of educational media is that a teacher should never stand in front of 
the class presenting material. Rather, he should be the leader of a 
discussion group in which .his objective is to get the students to talk 
and express their ideas., or he should be available for personal instruct= 
ion in helping students with- independent study projectso (6l)o 
Still another view, that -of Kenneth D, Norber ii ( 46) 9 is that the 
newer-educational media are means which will be accepted or rejected as 
means to ends. People wh-o·try new tools do so to accomplish new tasks 
or to pet•form old tasks in··a new and possibly better way. These are 
not just strong and ingenious tools; they are also means that will be 
used to accomplish some purpose beyond their own use •.. They challenge 
educators to take another look at their goals, both explicit and im= 
plicit, to determine whether the goals are still sound,1 to decide 
whether the new media will help to implement them 9 possibly to change 
the course of the instructional pr.ogram as well as the lives of the 
teachers and students who are involved, (33)o 
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Three of the· types of educational media which are of particular• 
significance today are&: 35mm -slides 9 programed instruction 9 and 8mrn 
single concept film loops o -Teachers can purchase these commercially or 
with little training and experience 8 develop them on their own. These 
three forms of media are well suited to mass instruction and/or indiv= 
idua.1 instruction. Slide series programs are quite effectives partic= 
ularly with the·new developments in film and projectors, and can be 
used for any purpose the teacher has in mind. 8mm film loops and pro-
gramed instruction are particularly effective in individualiz.ed instruct= 
ion. (45)~ A discussion of each of these three media followso 
8mm Single Concept Film Loops 
The Smm film loop is a short 0 silent motion picture. Sound can be 
added totheloop if desiredt but the majority of 8mm film loops are 
used silently with accompanyi~g scripts· or pr.ograms for the student. 
Each film loop deals with a·-si~gle concepts ·demonstration, or topic. 
The content is concise·-- and it-9 s intent is to focus the student 9 s attent= 
ion on -the basic point I isolated from -irrelevant· distractions o (4 7). 
The inherent characteristics of 8mm film makes it possible for it 
to become a pri-me tool of educational instruction r>ather than a supple= 
mentary aid., The compelling visual power of motion pictures allows 
them to do many jobs effectivelyo (18)o 
Forsdale (l:B)says that 8mm film will help revolutionize the uses 
of the movin.g pictures· in education==changfog every aspect of the pro= 
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cess 9 from the kinds of films which are made to the manner in which they 
are acquired and usado The combina.tion of the single concept reference 
linked with concisenessand brevity will make film loops an exception= 
ally effective teaching tooL (.9 L 
For more than a half-century, pictorial media have had an estab= 
lished place in the American classroom, but the motion pictures prev-
iously used have been on l6mm film,, (14)o There are certain disadvan-
tages to the use of l6mm film in the classroomo It requires a darkened 
roomi and the projector is difficult for some teachers to manipulate" 
They are excellent for the presentation of ideas in which motion is 
necessary, but the 8mm film has·many advantages over the l.6rnm,, 
The process of using the Bmm film loop is an extremely simple one. 
The projector is simply plugged into any regular electrical outlet~ the 
plastic cartridge in which the film is encased is pushed into a slot in 
the Bmm projector, the knob is turned and the film is on. To stop the 
film, simply turn the knob to the· "off" position. (60)o The film loop 
is continuous and can be run over and over .again; it never needs to be 
rewound. The film is permanently enclos·ed in the plastic cartridge. 
No threading is required and fingers never touch the film. (23). 
There is also gre-at -ease in storing· and protecti_ng the films from 
dirt and damage. Two or more cartridges may be used for concepts re= 
quiring more time. Both teachers and students are finding 8mm film 
loops fairly easy to produce ·On their own. C 56). If the teacher does 
not desire to enclose the film in a.continuous loopi the film can be 
retained on a-reel and shown on a Bmm film projector which requi:t-es 
the threading of the film. In this way~ it is easy for the teacher to 
splice out outdated portions.of the film and. make additions" This is 
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sometimes a more practical use of the 8mm film if the subject matter 
changes constantly II requiring frequent changes in demonstrations and 
materials. 
Although film loops can be purchased with sound tracks• the teacher 
can develop an accompanying tape.for·the film loop. This allows the 
teacher to present the materials so that t~ey best fit into the teaching 
program. It avoids the-drone of "canned" instruction, and allows the 
teacher to place· emphasis··a:s ·desired and to adjust the presentation to 
a variety of student levels. (26). 
Commercially developed film loops are-usually accompanied by film 
notes. They describe the contents of the film in an inclusive, straight-
forward mannerb ·· These notes are written by the author or a comparable 
authority and are permanently attached to the case to guard against 
their loss. For those loop~-which do not have the film=notes, the 
teacher could and should 9 develop a set of her own notes to provide more 
.effective instruction for.the pupilt and to keep for the future. (46). 
The cost of 8mm · film is- much lower than that of 16rnm film. For the 
price of one conventional l6mm film, the teacher can purchase between 
twelve and sixteen cartridged film loops, or a film loop projector and 
about six. cartridged film loops. Almost all new film loops are Super 
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8mm film, which gives a mat>kedly superior picture to "old" regular 8mm 
film. (54). Very few regular 8mm film cameras or projectors are being 
sold today as the Super 8mm cameras and· projectors are. gaining in pop-
ularity both in schools and the home. (61). 
The use of film loops enable the teacher to be sure that every 
student clearly sees.every demonstration. Film loops are effective for 
showing experitnents or techniques to la.rge or small groups. Skills and 
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techniques loops ensur•e student familiarity before actual laboratory 
examination. - (56 ). -- · Many schools also make the loops available in the 
laboratory, permitting students to refer to them for help during experi= 
ments or practici_ng of techniques, 'l'his allows the instructor more time 
and makes it easier to work with l~rge groups. (56). 
Commercial film loops do cover a wide variety of material, showing 
situations and phenomena which are usually difficult or impossible to 
have observed by students (for example-=the following of the basic 
nutrients into the metabolism of the body could be animated and clearly 
understood by all)6 (8). 
Other advantages of the 8mm film loops· are that they are instantly 
available. The teacher can show them at the· precise moment when they 
fit in best with his own teaching. They are under four minutes in 
length so that· a number of them. could be used in a single class period c 
Only the teacher or the student controls the level and relevance of the 
commentary. With rear view projectioni the teacher doesn°t have to 
darken the room, yet a picture large enough for the entire class to 
view can be showuo (18·). 
The film loop can be us-ed- to spring,board class discussions; clarify 
and review _ important· concepts; . show __ events which may be historical or 
geographically inaccess-ible exeept -in film;_ give each student a ring= 
side seat at. a demom;;tration or experiment which is too difficult, time= 
consuming, or costly to perform live. Rear=view projection makes 
possible individual viewing·in a small areai such as a carrell in a lib-
rary, home economics laboratory 9 or audiotutorial laboratory a (56) ~ 
Although.thefirst.Bmm films produced.were all commercially done!\ 
more and more teachers· are ·findi.ng it stimulating both to themselves 
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and to their students to do the filming themselves. Innovative pro-
ducers of film--both commercial and classroom teachers--are now free to 
use the developing 8mm-·film medium in ways previously unrealized. 
Slide Series Programs 
One of the most versatile of all educational media is the slide 
series .. The-flexibility of slides is one of theil' principal advantages 
for teaching. Slide sets can be tailored to fit individual school sit-
uations. A slide added here or omitted there may be what is needed to 
produce a sequence closely tied to the special needs of one class~ (33)6 
T.eachers are able to se·lect the slides they wish, eliminate others• 
and show them in any desired sequence. Slide sets may be revised simp-
ly by replacing outdated '.pictures with newer materials., Locally pro-
duced sHdes are -often added in this way to round out the content of 
commercial· slide sets and:· give it local. significance~ (ll). 
The siide · is an effective instructional device when mot,ion is not 
of prime importance •. S:l.ides can. be projected on the screen for an in-
definite period of time which enables the teacher and the class to 
point out and discuss in detail, items.-appearing on the screen. (47). 
Slides can be used successfully with both large and small groups, and 
more and- more, ·they· are hei_ng used for individualized instruction. (30). 
The slide- can be used to simplify, pre-sentations and to clarify points 
in discussions and .lectures, The student can refer back to the s·lides 
individually if he: m1sses a class or if he wishes to review the material 
on his· own,· 
The effectiveness of a slide presentation to any size group has 
been improved·.by_ good quality• remotely controllable projectol's 9 and 
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daylight r ear-projection screens. The necessity of student handling of 
individual slides has been eliminated in the audio-tutorial carrels with 
individu, l ·slide projectors utilizing trays for handling slides. (11) . 
There are many uses for slides in education. They may be used in 
public relations to portray antl · interpret the school to the community, 
to record field trips, demonstrations, ·class projects, daily experiences, 
and to compare past and present experiments. (9) . Commercial slide 
sets are available at all levels, and a teacher who has access to a 
35mm camera can produce his own slides to complement his instruction. 
The price of developing slides·· on one's own in comparison to the 
commercially developed slides depends -on the · materials used in pro-
ducing the slides. If the teacher buys many extra materials to film, 
the price of the entire progFam goes up accordingly, but it is not 
necessary to spend a great ,deal of money. The teacher can use students 
as subjects of many of the films, and materials already in the depart-
ment • The animated pictures can be produced cheaply by tracing or 
drawing desired pictures on · white tissue paper with colored pencils, or 
by using colored construction or wrapping ·paper. Interesting back-
grounds can be obtained by the use of glass , aluminum foil, or a wall. 
The initial cost of the film is not excessive if the teacher is 
taking pictures which · will not ·· be outdated in the near future. The big 
expense · is ·the 35mm· slide-· camera and the slide· projector. These too, 
would not be expensive in the long run if the teacher utilizes them 
frequently. (33). 
As schools move more and more toward individualized instruction, 
many classrooms are ··incorporating the equipment and facilities for the 
viewing of- slide series· programs by individual students. (9). 
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Programed Instruction 
Programed instruction is available in many forms today-a long 
journey from· the first ·te-sti_ng machine invented by Dr< Sidney Lo Pressey 
in 1924. (40). The variations·today-include very simple mimeographed 
booklets, tape·recorders, computers, motion pictures 9 and slides. 
Teachers have long been in awe of pr_ogramed instruction and have hesi-
tated to recognize it for what it is-=a method of teaching which, like 
other methods, has ad11antages 9 disadvantages 9 and specific uses. It 
would be to the teacher's benefit as well as the students, to become 
familiar with the forms of programed instruction and to incorporate it 
into her,own classroom in some manner. 
Programed instruction repeats-information over and over much as a 
tutor might do in·private instruction. (27). A program is designed to 
produce specified changes in student behavior by·specifying objectives 
and stating them in behavioral terms. · The student must understand a 
point he fore he can mov,e to the next point 9 but he can pr_ogress at his 
own rate. 
Because good pr_ogramed materials. r.equire hard decisions concerning 
what is essential andwhat is-triviaiin the learning assignment 9 and 
demand equally difficult decisions concerning the most effective manner 
of introducing the elements of what is to be learned, it is possible to 
eliminate wasted effort-and·to direct effort more efficiently toward 
the central problems of· learning. · (27). 
The use of programed instruction also makes it possible to save 
time which is-usually-wasted when students listen to recitations and 
detailed explanations which they do not need to hear because they 
already, 11know 11 the materials and are ready to proceed to the next task 
of the assignment. ( 9 ) • 
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One of the most widely used forms of programed instruction is the 
programed booklet. These-booklets deal with a small and related amount 
of materiaL · The material.·is·presented bit=by=bit so that the student 
must learn each concept before he can proceed to the next. The teacher 
can use her o~m imagination combined with the· definite behavioral ob= 
jectives of the program, to write an interesting and relevant program. 
The booklets can be .used in combination with other forms of media asi 
8mm film loops 0 slides, demonstrations~ laboratory experiments~ etc. 
When programs are,us1;1d·in such combinations!) they are usually referred 
to as "adjunct" programs. · The teacher can incorporate a great deal of 
variety into the program and. gear it to the specific interests and needs 
of particular ·studentso (35). 
There are two main styles· used· in·writingthe programed booklets. 
These.are·referred·to as linear and intrinsic. Bothprograms have as 
their objective~ to produce and permit· efficient individual study by a 
student independent of organized class groups and without the involve= 
ment or intercession of a live instructor., (44). 
Markle (41) described the differences in linear and intrinsic pro= 
grams, Intrinsic programing bases its technique upon the singular or 
specific. technique 9· while linear pr.ograming capitalizes on a particular 
theory. The single--path sequence in which all students read and respond 
to the same mate:r,iaJ., is called the linear 0 or Skinnerian program. (22). 
'l'he basis,of the linear theory is that a desired change in behaviort or 
learning, can best be brought about by inducing and then rewarding the 
desired behavior in a similar manner in which an animal is trainedo (27). 
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The linear style of p~ogram is very simple in formato First, small bits 
of material are presented, and the s t udent must make a responseo His 
response can then be compared to the correct response by sliding down a 
mask or by turning a P.age. The student feels rewarded when his answer 
is correct and- learning· takes .placeo By linear theory, errors are irre-
levant to the learning process and thus the students make very few 
errors. (48). 
The other popular style of programing is known as the intrinsic, or 
the Crowderian program. This type of pr.ogram is made up of many paths 
or branches; thus the -programs developed by this technique are commonly 
referred to as branching programs. Often this type of programing is 
presented in a scrambled book form . Each page of the book relates a 
certain amount of material to be learned, and is followed at the end of 
the page with a question designed to test the point just made. Each 
of the answers have a page number reference beside them. After ans-
wering the question, the student turns to the page number given for his 
answer. The pages are scrambled in order so t hat the student can't 
look ahead for answers, .ignore the question , or become bored with the 
program quite as fast. (12). 
The intrinsic technique is based on the idea that the material a 
particular student will read _and learn is determined by his pattern of 
response. Those students -who -make more errors are automatically ex-
posed to more material than those maki.ng fewer errors. The student 9 s 
answer ·to the multiple choice- question leads him to new material as he 
is ready for it or gives more -detailed explanations when he has mis-
understood or not learned the material sufficiently. (40). This type 
of program can be combined with linear questions if desired. Still 
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using the scrambled format, linear questions can be inserted occasional-
ly to break the monotony. The teacher developing the program can also 
include drawings, pictures, or experiments for the student to do while 
completing the program. -- The possibilities for this particular media are 
limitless an-d more and more teachers are beginning to realize the value 
of programed instruction and are using commercial pr_ograms and/or 
developing programs on· their own . ( 4-0) o 
The Use of Media in Teachihg Foods and Nutrition 
The methods used to teach foods and nutrition classes have come a 
long, long way. There has been some hesitation on the part of the 
home economics teachers, as has been by teachers in other fields, to use 
the newer media because of a natural resistance to cha?ge, a lack of 
preparation, and a bas ic lack of understanding of unfamiliar methods. 
Reluctance to use newer media can be attributed to the teachers ' feel-
ings of inadequacy and insecurity when they face new techniques without 
having had adequate training in usi_ng them. ( 61) o 
Home economics teachers have begun to acquire more preparation in 
using media-partly due to the legislation in some states which requires 
training in audiovisual instruction by all student teachers. (43) . In-
service classes are being offered to teachers in all fields to learn to 
utilize education al media more effectively 9 and many businesses and 
companies who produce products used commonly by home economists, have 
designed programs using media to use in the classroom . (43) . 
Public· service companies, companies producing food products, and 
local food merchants, have been spending more and more money producing 
visual and audio programs incorporating their products into an educat-
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ional veino ( 42). A brief look at the history C)f media used in teach0 " 
ing home economics and foods and nut:Pi tion classes s helps one see how 
educational techniques and methods have developed at not so rapid a pace 
as has the technology in food science and food product:iono 
In as much as the provision of food and the activities associated 
with feeding the family are a traditional function of the home ID it is 
natural that food and nutrition have always formed a significant area 
within the field of home economics and deserves equal quality of teach·" 
ing techniques. (36). 
The earliest media used to teach foods and nutrition was that deve= 
loped by Catherine Beecher$ who was professic,nally active between 1830 
became the fi:r•st textbook in the field to be recognized by a state boa.rd 
of education (Massachusett:s)o To help the intelHgent layman select 
and use food '1-Tisely t an early publication came from the pen of Atwater 
Values of Foodo · This publication was the forerunner of many food and 
em,·.:~.e:"-~e._~~ 6== ~
nutrition bulletins to come from federal and state agencies to service 
the di verse educational -a.nd welfare programs offered to the public. 
Many valuable mate:dals have also been prepared by teachers 0 the 
Red Cross~· the· food industries~ and other g:r'oups. (19) o The p:r•i vate 
preparation of foods and nutrition texts and 1"'eference materials has 
been a relatively late but an important continuing development o ( 37)" 
One of the significant·· recommendations for action made at the 1967 
Nutrition Education Conference ( 36) was to ''Develop more effective means 
of using mass media in nutrition education / 1 State guides have been 
developed per:i.odically to_ gi-ve resource. materials for teachi_ng foods 
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and nutrition. The learning experiences·and·activities·have been very 
similar for the past ten to fifteen years. (20). Most of the programs 
suggested are-·for mass--ol" la_rge_ group instruction• and practically 
nothing has been done to individualize the instruction. No materials 
have been developed -for teachi~g boys' classes in foods and nutrition as 
far as· the, writer· could ·determine-ii ·The· majority of materials developed 
for home-economics are written·specifically for teaching_ girls from 
junior high level thriough·highschool levelb The media used most 
commonly in the state guides of Oklahoma. Missouri• Colorado, and Oregon 
were -the l6mm films and textbooks. ·(19) o 
The Oklahoma Foods and Nutrition Guide (20) discussed the teaching 
aids or media necessary for-presenting a successful foods andnutrition 
unit. 
"Current magazines and newspapers are indispensable aids in· 
this·areao Business concel"nswhich loan articles or permit 
classes to visit their stores and businesses, and professional 
people who talk to ·the· classes• are constant sources of teach-
ing aids which can: help· students· in ··recognizing problems and 
developing judgment. In -addition to books, pamphlets• and 
16mm ·films• the · hoinemaking department· ·should have a variety 
of other teaching aids-for "Foods and-Nutrition" units. These 
might include charts 9 posters, food models, etc, 11 
Missouri's State Guide for Foods and Nutrition (19), includes such 
aids:·or educational media as la_rge group discussion, small group dis-
cussion, skits 9 radiograms 9 l&tnm fi·lms • debates 11 "buzz groups" 9 field 
trips 9 and_ guest ·speakers i> Similarly• the Colorado State Guide for 
Foods and· Nutrition suggests includi~g -student -demonstrations• obser-
vations- of· T. V. programs• and panel discussions. (ls). 
Gradually• other schools are- attempti!}g the use of newer and more 
motivational".media.- ·The idea of developi_ng·a -self-instruction labora ... 
tory to·take-the place of 1:-he conventional laboratory demonstrations 
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and explanations that are no:i:•mally a part of beginning foods classes 
was originated at Syracuse University. ( 56)" A variety of self~instruct-
ion materials were usedID and the students were allowed to proceed at 
their ownpaceo Manyofthe materials wereproduced by the teachers 
themselves!J Leo slides, film·loops~ and audio tapeso It was found 
that the students watched and listened more intently and quietly than 
in a lecture-demonstration session. They proceeded with fewer questions. 
and there was much less confusion in the foods laboratoryo That the 
students enjoyed the multi=media approach was reflected both by their 
written evaluation of the course and their general behavior and commentso 
Foods and nutrition textbooks have been continuously revised~ to 
attempt to keep up to date with the rapidly changing attitudes and int-
erests of people toward foodo Wars 0 depressions~ space travel, and the 
emphasis on physical fitness have rcreated much greater interest and de= 
mand for knowledge in the area of foods and nut1"'itiono (42)o 
Shank~ Fitch 9 and Chapman (56) place much of the text materials of 
a·technical or directional nature in chart forms with reference tables 
and illustriations for clarityo Both photographs and drawings are used 
for instruction as well as for classroom discussionsb Very few of the 
photographs used in foods·te:x:tbooks include pictures of boyso Mixed 
groups are included in several texts to emphasize entertaining with 
food. The suggestions for media to use with the text include filmstrips 
and 16mm films t ·but- do not suggest that the· teacher develop any of the 
media on her own, 
McDermott, ·Trilling 9 and Nicholas ( 38) feel that much of the sub-
ject matter of· foods and· nutrition is particularly adapted to audio-
visual presen-tation. ··· This text contains syggestions of films and still 
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pictures to demonstrate kitchen and.household management, food prepara-
tion and preservation, the chemistry of nutrition, and such subjects as 
me~l planning, table setting, and entertaining. The illustrations are 
suggested for use with the opaque projector, and educational television 
programs are suggested for strengtheni.ng the programo 
To date, few texts include suggestions for approaches to individ-
ualizing instruction. This idea is just beginning to take hold, and it 
is anticipated that foods texts in the near future will be geared to-
ward this objective. Fleck (17) suggests that home economics teacher$ 
must adjust· to the. growi:ng importance of .. this field of study to both 
girls and boys ·alike 9 and make the1r programs more flexible in order to 
accommodate·the-sce.varying,interests and needsa The role of man in our 
society is ·rapidiy· taking· anc abotrt···face and· the, .. home economics teacher 
can contribute·· a:··great ·· deal- to· his adj ustment-"to this change of role o 
The Chci:ngi:ng Role. of the Male 
In recent years t the concept of the ro.le of the male in today 9 s 
society· has· changed· radically. (28). The result is that adolescents 
today have very··different concepts of the father 0 s role than their own 
fathers have. The teen-age boy of today is influenced by mass media as 
well as ·by his own· experiences6 He thinks of a good father as more per-, 
' 
missive in his attitudes and treatment of his children; as just 9 con= 
trolling-his ·children by love rather than·by·fear·or harsh punishments; 
lots of fun· to- be· with 9 ·' m.ild • and reasonable · in his demands; industrious; 
interested in·his children and willi!lg -to -do thi_ngs with and for them; 
involved-·in·many.·homemaki~g -1;-asks, (5·8) a. good example for ·them to imi= 
tate; The boy,thi-nks of his father· as -shari.ng the w.age=earning with 
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the mother in many instances as well as much of the child ... rearing tasks. 
Father still makes the important decisions- but shares in many of the 
lesser important ones as: selecti.ng the meat for dinner 9 shopping for 
bar>gains, and the preparation of meals. (9). 
· Quite- often. boys aren't treated as fairly as girls in the class-
roomo (SO)ii - In the seri-es,,-of--studies rE1cently reported in-the-National 
Elementary School. Principal, published by the Nationa-J. Education Assoc .. 
iation • - countless teachers·. -the overwhelming majority of whom are women, 
expect boy pupils to behave 9 ,-react• and·- learn· like girlsd Eve.n though 
frequently unaware of it 9 many of these women teachers val:ue neatness 
and cleanliness \above individual initiative. They prefer conformity 9 
mental passivity III and gentle obedience=at which girls excel-to the 
aggr,essive drive and originality of many boys. (50). 
It has, been found that even in the secondary schools, men as well 
as women teachers generally use a harsher or angrier tone of voice when 
scolding boys. Girls are criticized in a more normal tone, Dr. Robert 
L. Spaulding found in -a two-.year study for the United States Office of 
Education. Pauline s. Sears, Stanford University education professor, 
who has intensively probed-·the problemi concludes g "Quite possibly, the 
harsh tones intended· to cause boys -to conform actually fost·er a defiant 9 
independent attitude which rieinforc.es the very behavior the teacher 
wishes to subdue." (50) -. 
The 11troubleu caused by many independentt questioning boys; results 
from their not being able to -adjust to a classroomvs institutional as-
pects. High school too often is based on being able to sit at a desk 
and listen-which many restless boys find difficult.(4). 
University of Minnesota educational psychologist E.P. Torrance 9 
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suggests that girls receive their h_igher academic rewards because of 
their conforming behavior. It isn't that. girls really achieve better 
than do boys in school ... their teachers just think they do.· "One wonders 
if girls receive the implicit message that creative thinking is for boys 
and conformity-is for girls," asks Professor Sears. (SO). 
Pollack (50) discusses the inability or unwillingness of many 
teachers to recognize the difference in, boys _and girls in their styles 
of thinking and learning •. In school 9 women teachers tend to ask quest-
ions and demand answers which favor female patterns of thinkingo By 
contrast, ·a boy is more likely to question the purposes rather than the 
details of something11 This questioning quality of boys often disturbs 
manywomen teachers. The woman teacher needs to·become more flexible 
in her ·teaching·· and gear the · methods she· uses toward the specific needs 
of the different sexes. (46). 
Studies by· Harvard··psychologist 5 Jerome Bruner 9 and others, reveal 
that the parents actually encourage_ greater _aggression -in their sons 
than daughters ·by. t>einforcing" the· · ''sex roles" stereotype. · This aggress-
ion, in turn 9 ·becomes ,part of the boy's character-which often contri-
butes ·to ·his· classroom·-·caeophony. (63). 
A wise· moth&r admitted 9 . ''Whenever my son shows an interest in cook-
ing. -I encourag~hittt0'to-·experiment himself. I 0 m sure this won't make 
him a sissy 9 but.just a better and. more-understanding husband and fath-
er." (50). Similarly. the boys respond well to·-such "feminine" tasks 
as child-rearing and 0 eonsumer:-buying. ·Boys have shown_ great interest 
in tasks which fifty years .ago .we;r,e ,frown-ed upon as "not becomi:ng" for 
boys. (57) .. 
Many of the,-chat'acteristics of the male-of the western world which 
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do not seem to fit into the changed scheme of things 0 constitute the 
core of the problems faced by man in society todayo (31)o These radical 
changes are due in part to the transformatioh of the family of today 
from patriarchal to equalitarians Urbanization and industrialization 
have· radically changed the situation. There is a direct relation be,= 
tween the changing facets of man° s. life today and the need for change 
in educational techniques and media to cope with these changeso (57)o 
Sorenson (57) says that men now live longer® marry younger 111 · and 
have more to do with household duties in generali than in the past. The 
hobbies of men and boys have expanded to include some homemaking skil.lsi 
particularly those dealing with the selection and preparation of foodo 
The stigma which was once associated with the man doing llfeminine" 
tasks~ is almost non=existant to dateo Boys are not as hesitant to get 
involved in homemaking tasks and to take classes or other training in 
these skills, 
Men and boys a:re more and more interested in the diet and its re-
lation to physical fitness, Advances in space technology have included 
tremendous revolutions in the realm of food,, ( 42 L This link of food 
and nutrition with what is considered a very masculine role==that of 
space technologyt has increased the interest of the high school age boy 
in learning· to prepare and select food" 
In educational riesearch~ there is no evidence that there is any 
degree of difference in intelligence of boys or girls" The only thing 
that has been discovered is that boys and girls differ noticeably in 
their special intellectual abilities o (29)" 
Boys tend to do better in those parts of intelligence tests involv= 
ing numbers and science~ Girls-tend· t·o be ·better in matters having to 
do with languages. (57). Mudin (63) lists the cultural stereotyped 
characteristics bf the male role. These include such adjectives as 
bold, vigorous• arnbi tious t cour.ageous, dari:ng 9 frank 9 self ... confident, 
and effective in deali:ng with his environmento James (31) states that 
there is clearly a shift away from the des.ignation of ·roles by sex and 
toward more cooperative participation by ·both parents in all of the 
essen~ial functions of family lifeo What is male and what is female 
is a difficult question in todc3.y's society. A question of how to make 
the educational processes more oriented toward reaching these changing 
roles and needs is bro.ught into focus. 
The span of life and learning of men has been described-by the 
. ·' . 
Commission of Education of the American Council of Education (44) as 
being longer and. ''affording more opportunity for extensiv~ study and 
for diversified occupations than has been possible for previous gene-
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rations,," The recognition of the need for preparation of men for their 
multiple role in today's economy is. gaining momentum. The man of today 
is not only the wage=earners citizen 0 and parent, but often part=time 
or full-time homemaker as· well. With more and more women working; out-
side the home. much of the responsibility in the home which originally 
fell to the woman 9 now falls to the "man" of the house. 
More and more boys and men are seeki_ng assistance in learnin~ to 
cope with these responsibilitieso A recent survey by Big Brothers of 
Oklahoma. showed that 320 8 percent of boy students in thirty-two Okla-
homa City public schools come from broken homes or homes in which only 
one parent is present. This is 14.8 percent above the 1968 national 
survey average. Many of these boys and others in a more normal home 
situation.- are seeki.ng traini_ng in some of the skills previously allo-
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to the women of society. In 1968,\ a survey of the Adult Education Pro-
gram in Jefferson County, Lakewoodt Colorado® indicated that the enroll-
ment of males in .what had previously-·heen all=female classes, had risen 
twenty-five to fifty percent·in the past three yea.rs. The programs 
which seemed to attract more males were mainly those involving food 
preparation. Reasons given for electing these classes includedg a de-
sire.for vocational training in the·food industry; the need to know how 
to prepare meals for their families or for themselve~, and as a hobby. 
This was a strong indication of the need for organized instruction gear-
ed specifically to the needs of the male. (15). 
Summary 
Extensive changes in our societyi in the educational system as a 
whole 9 and in educational media. in particular~ have affected major 
changes in·the roles of teachers. Currently available learning mate= 
rials are capable of carryi.ng much of the teacher 0 s responsibility for 
imparting information. With the variety of technological devices and 
new media. now available 9 the teacher is freed to work more often with 
individuals or small groups and to serve in a tutorial capacity or as 
a necessary catalyst in small. ,group discussions. 
The teacher frequently uses media to perform those functions which 
do not require the human touch,.; while he devotes his attention to 
systematically organizing the total learning environment" Media, care-
faully evaluated and used .:i.n optimum fashion~ are the tools of a truly 
professional teacher, 
The home economics 'teacher is. gradually reacting to these changes 
in educational ,imvi:r.onment anci is usi.ng more and mox-e forms of media 
to impart the teaching of skills for transfer~ for the retention of 
factual materials, and to stimulate individual student participationo 
Textbooks are being revised constantly to keep up with the rapidly 
changing interests and necessary information for the public. Media 
which was not heard of only a few years agoID is now being incorporated 
into the foods and nutrition textbooks as suggested approaches to more 
effective instructiono 
The area of foods and nutrition is wide open and easily adaptable 
to the newer forms of media. Bmm film loops can be used in place of 
demonstrations to individualize instruction~ and 35mm slide programs 
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are very.effective in bringing.local color and interests into the class-
room to both large and small groups. Programed instruction is coming 
into its own in the classroom. and has been found to be quite effective 
in combinations with other types of media as film loops, slides, and 
student experiments. Each of these media can be easily developed for 
the class by the individual teacher with a little training. The teach-
er could benefit greatly by creating.her own media and many schools are 
incorporating self-instruction laboratories into their home economics 
curriculum. 
Few.specific materials have been developed for the purpose of teach-
ing boys~ foods and nutrition classes .• , It is quite evident that the 
role of the male has changed. greatly in today~ s culture and he is inter-
changing many of the homemaking tasks with the woman. Men have indi-
. cated an interest in learning to select and prepare food!) for their 
· families and as a personal hobby. Materials need to" be developed which 
are geared toward reaching the varyi1:1g needs and interests of the male 
student as compared to the female.student" The challenge must be met" 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL MEDIA 
The major problem of the study was to develop samples of education= 
al media which would be effective .in the teaching of h_igh school boys v 
foods and nutrition classes. Results of a questionnaire (Appendix A" 
Page 79) used to determine the use and the needs of educational media 
by twenty selected Colorado, New Mexico 9 ·and Oregon home economics 
teachers was the basis of the selection of the media and the specific 
programs used. Results of·the questionnaire, a discussion of the deve-
lopment: of the sample educational media, and s.uggestions for use of the 
media in boys~ · foods and nutrition classes werie included in this chapter 
along with ·a· discussion of the researchi.ng and reviewing of the commerc-
ially produced· 8mm .· film -loops 0 35mm slide series and programed instruct= 
ion booklets. 
Educational Media Questionnaire 
To determine the appropriate educational media to be developed for 
teaching boys~ foods and nutritionclasses,the first step in the study 
was-todeterminethe present uses>of media and the needs of home eco= 
nomics teachet:'swho were presently teaching boys 1 home economics class= 
eso A questionnaire was developed to determinei (l) types of media 
and methods presently being used~ (2) the eff.ectiveness of the media 
used and the length of the programs, ( 3) areas in which the teachers 
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desired ideas for developi.ng pr_ograrns,, ( 4) the audio-visual equipment 
available for use in the school. The teachers were given an opportunity 
to discuss the types of· media they had been able to find or develop for 
teaching the boys' class, and were asked how easily these materials 
could be located. 
The questionnair-e .. ·was sent to a total. of twenty home economics 
teachers in Colo:t"ado, New Mexic·o, and -O~gon-9 who: (1) taught a boys' 
home. economics clas~, CZ) ta.ught in a fle:id.ble modulal' scheduled high 
~chool; and (3) were listed.-by-.'.Stanford University as those high schools 
who had been- funded: specifically for,·the purchasi_ng of educational media 
equipment. 
A letter was sent out pI'eceding the questionnaire (Appendix A, Page 
79 ) to explain the nature ·of the· study and to invite the teachers to 
paI'ticipate by answering the questionnaire concerning their boys' · class-
es. All twenty of the teachers consented to participate in the study 
and several commented that ·th-ey· were · pleased that they might receive 
some ideas .as we·lla The questionnaire was filled out and returned by 
all twenty ( 100%) of·· the --t·eachers. -- -
The questionnaire consisted of six parts. Part I requested in-
formation· about the· size of the··-pre·sent boys v classes 9 the most effect.;, 
i ve sizes of· classes 9 .and ,about, media which the teachers had developed 
themselves or·whi.eh had~ been· eommercially prepared6 · Part II asked 
which· media. were most effectiv.e .in· boys' -clas·ses and which length and 
content were most appropriate. Pal't- I:II dealt· ·with the media for which 
teachers r~re most 'interested:-in, receivi:ng ideas.·· The availability of 
comrnercially·produced programs 9 and the teacher's preferance in types 
of programs·,·were requested- in· Part~ IV,.···· The teachers were asked to 
indicate which areas of foods and nutrition they were most interested 
in receiving ideas for- Pl".Ograms, in Part V 6 ·· Part VI gave the teachers 
an opportunity to indicate which aud'i'o· vi:sual equipment was available 
to them in their schools., 
l.f.2 
The results of Part I of the que.stionnai:'re, presented in Table I, 
Page l.f.l.f.• indicated that the-majority of boys~ classes averaged fifte.en 
to twenty-five students-.··and that over half (55%) of the teachers felt 
that group work (three to· five students) was· the most effective size of 
c:).ass and method of ·instl'Uction~ Just under ha-lf of the teachers (l.f.0%) 
felt that individualized· instruction ·was .tha,··most · effective methodo 
When· asked what- .media· they had·,personally or with assistance, pre-
pared for their boys 9 c;las·s·. they··indicated· that all (100%) of the 
teachers· had·-prepared· overhead projeqtion materials .. and that over half 
(60%) had px-epared slide- series programs-. Slightly under half (l.f.0%) 
had prepa:r>edtapes for c'lass use, but only three had used programed 
instruction. 
Those who had used commercially prepared materials indicated that 
nearly all· (90%) 0had used overhead projection materials, over half (55%) 
had used commercially prepared··p:r>ogramed · instr.uction booklets, and 
well over.half (65%) had purchased slide·series programso Under half 
( l.f.5%) had purchased 8mm ,film··-loops t and ,enly :four had purchased tapes" 
Small group instruction was checked by the largest number of teach• 
ers as how· they; had used .educational .. media in class. All but two of 
the teachers had also used the media for individual instruction, and 
less thamathird had us-ed it for evaJ;uation purposes. Other uses in-
dicated were: ·for ·mot-ivation, to save tirne 9 and for emphasis. 
In comparing the teacher made .educational media with the commerci-
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ally prepared media 9 the teachers used.more self-made transparencies 
and tapes·· than commercial ones Si. but had used more commercially pro= 
gramed instructiono The teachers had developed their own 8mm film loops 
in an equal amount to those used commercially 0 and had produced almost 
as many of their own slides· ·as those purchas~d commerciallyo However, 
those who had done so were a small. group percentage-wise. 
Since all of the teachers questioned were involved in flexible 
modular scheduling 0 it·was 0 assumed that the majority of the teachers 
had an opportunity to use the media in large group instruction, small 
group instruction 9 individualized instruction, and in the open labpr-
\ 
atory situation6 (2). Most of the schools· involved in modular sched-
uling had p:r1ovided ertl:'a · funds for the 'teachers to develop their own 
media or to purchase commercially prepared mat·erials 6 Several of the 
home economics teachers-mentioned this when asked for additional comm-
ents later in the questionnaire, 
Several of the teachers made additional comments that the media 
which they did . use in their· boys u -·a-lasses were- specifically written 
and geared for the interests and needs of girls instead of boys. The 
film loops,.slides; and-overhead projection materials used. girls as 
subjects· ·of·-the· presentations and made continual references to girls 
or women in relation to the selection and preparation of food. 
Those who added motivation to the list mentioned that they had 
used it for independent study projects .i separate of any class activity. 
To save time, two teachers added that they had used media to give testss 
review tests 9 and for individual evaluation by the students themselveso 
One teacher who listed emphasis as another way she had used media, said 
that she made film loops of·ea·ch individual student in foods laboratoryo 
TABLE I 
RESPONSES OF TWENTY HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
TO EDUCATIONAL MEDIA QUESTIONNAIRE PART I 
MEDIA AND METHODS PRESENTLY BEING USED 
=n··e,..· ...,_......,.,=--=========-!r..e============-=~=· -===:===:&c"""-""""""'""""'""'""""""'*.,.-'"-·.,.,-~-·-=--
Area 
Which of the followingdesc:t"ibes the size of your 
boys 9 class? · 
(a) five to fift.een stu~ent~ 
(b) fifteen to twenty=fi.ve'students 
(c) above twenty=five students 
Which of the . following was the most effective method 
of instructionw.i.th your boys 0 class? 
N 
l 
17 
2 
(a) lecture to large group · O 
(b) lecture to small group O 
(c) group work (three to five) ll 
(d) individuc1.li1ZJed instruction 8 
(e) other 1 
Which of the following have you. persox1ally or with 
help prepared fo:r·use, in your boys 0-oiass? 
(a) prog:r-amed instruction (bookl·et :form) 3 
(b) Bmm single concept film loops 9 
(c) slide series·programs 12 
(.d) overhead projection materials 20 
··· (e) tapes 8 
In which of the following-have you used commercially 
p;r,epared materials in your boys' (}lasses? 
(a) programed instruction (booklet form) 11 
· (b) 8mm single concept film loops 9 
(c) slide series programs 12 
(d) overhead p:r,ojeCt.ion materials 20 
(e) tapes B 
Which of the following best ·· describes how you used 
the·educational.media which you used? 
(a) for large group instruction 
(b) for small group·· instruction 
(c) for individual instruction 
(d) for evaluation pu'.t'poses 
(e) other 
18 
20 
11 
6 
9 
% 
5 
85 
10 
0 
0 
55 
40 
5 
15 
45 
60 
100 
40 
55 
45 
65 
90 
20 
90 
100 
55 
30 
45 
45 
The effectiveness of the .educational media presently being used by 
the teachers and the length of .:the _pro_grams used, are presented in 
Table II, P_age 46. Almost-all of the teachers (95%) felt that cornbi-
nations of media were· most effec.t i ve in teaching boys O class es~ Three-
fourths of the t·eachers-.indicated that slide series programs were quite 
effective and well over half (65%) said that-the-·Bmm single concept 
film loops wer,e quite effectiVEh over half indicated that programed 
instruction was· good-·with boy:s 0 classes, and this correJ_ated with the 
fact that··· exactly . 55%: had .used commercria:l:ly pl:'epared programed materials 
with their c).:>oys O _. classe.s. 
Agc1:in, overhead p~oj ect ion wa1:1 c~nsidered effective , but only by 
half of the teachers. · ,Only three (l.5%) felt that tapes could be used 
effectively with the boys 9 .-·foods and: nutrition classes 9 and no . teachers 
felt that·. the· use of textbooks,,only ·was of any- valueo 
The ·teachers were :in complete :agreement as to the -le,ngth and con-
tent of the px,ograms·,·de-veloped:0.fot'··boyso. classes6 · They unanimously 
indicated thaf: the·._prograins::w\o\ild be. sho?>t· ·and related in content 
directly ·to···boys, not· to -,i· gen-era.b··audlen·ce· ·and- particularly not to 
gir:ls · only. -None .. of ·the· teachers·: felt- ·th-at lo~ger pr_ograms related 
in content to boys 9 ·,would·· be-·,eff.ecd:ve i -nor would short. general pro .. 
. . grams. 
By refusing to. check the· Qemment that it would not make any 
difference .as to the length-·or c-cont-ent· of the pr,ograms 9 _ the teachers 
indicated· that the "tailoring" of a pr:ogra:m··to fit the needs of the 
high. school -boys· in· t-he .class::was:_~·.=prerequisi.te to the development of 
programs for foods and nutrition,; Additional comments made by the 
teachers again verified their.G:oncern.formore programs which were 
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written and planned to meet the interests and needs of the high school 
boy. They added that the boys didn 1 t prof.it greatly from programs which 
are obviously geared toward girls® and even tended to resent some of 
the programs. · · From experience~ three teachers commented that upon using 
programs which they had developed specifically for boys, the response 
was significantly greater. from .. the boys 1 classes, 
TABLE II 
RESPONSES or TWENTY HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
TO EDUCATIONAL MEDIA QUESTIONNAIRE PART II 
EFFECTIVENESS AND LENGTH OF MEDIA 
Media and Programs ·· 
The me.dia which were most effective in teaching boys 1 
foods and nutrition classes wereg 
(a) programedinstruction 
· (b) 8mm single concept film loops 
(c) slide series programs 
(d) overhead projection materials 
(e) tapes · 
( f) textbooks only 
(g) combinations0 of media 
(h) other 
Which· of the following do you believe to be most effect-
ive in teaching boysv foods and nutrition classes? 
(a) short programs related to boys 
(b) longer programs related to boys 
( c) short programs written originally for girls 
(d) longer programs written originally for girls 
(e) short programs related to general home 
economics students · 
(f) longer programs related to general home 
economics students 
(g) doesn 1 t make any difference 
N 
11 
13 
15 
10 
3 
0 
19 
6 
20 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
% 
55 
65 
75 
50 
15 
0 
95 
30 
100 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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The media for which the teachers most desired ideas in developing 
programs 9 may be seen in Table III belowo The teachers were in complete 
agreement as to using combinations of media for more effectiv-e instruct-
ion. Almost all_ (90%} of the teachers felt that programed instruction 
was a media which· they would l~~e--~-'? learn more about 9 and ninety-five 
percent of the teachers indicated a desire to have ideas for developing 
their own 8mmsingle concept film loops., These two areas seemed to 
have the strongest amount of interest on the part of the teachers. 
Another large segment of the teachers (80%) indicated an interest 
in the development of slide series programs 9 and over h,alf of the teach-
ers would like to have lists of the commercial materials available in 
educational mediao None of the tea·chers· indicated any interest in dev-
eloping tapes or in overhead projection materials. 
TABLE III 
RESPONSES OF TWENTY HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
TO EDUCATIONAL MEDIA QUESTIONNAIRE PART III 
MOST DESIRED MEDIA FOR DEVELOPING PROGRAMS 
Media I'..·· 
(a) programed· instruct ion 
(b) slides 
(c) tapes 
(d) overhead project-ion materials 
(e) combinations-of media 
(f) lists of comme~cial materials available 
(g) Smm single concept film loops 
N % 
18 90 
16 80 
0 0 
0 0 
20 100 
11 55 
19 95 
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It is obvious in compari~g the responses, that the teachers had 
plenty of access to·tapes and·to overheadprojection materials, but de-
sired ideas in·developing·p:t'.ograme~ instruction materials, 8mm single 
concept film"' loops ii' and slide- series p~ograms. .. Combinations of these 
media appealed-to all of the teachers as the most effective media of 
instructiono 
In order to· determine,· whether the commercial materials available 
on: the market, are easily·· accessible to most home ·economics teachers 9 
and to· determine the feelings o~. the·, t~a:chers as to the organization 
and content· of:·those· mat-erials; in···relation to· the teaching of a boys v 
foods and·nutriition·classi·Pa?'t~IV asked the teachers specifically what 
their feelings 0 and pt-eferences were. Almost all (90%) of the teachers 
felt -that ··the· commercially· prepa!>ed·0materials·· of media in general• 
were difficult to locate·.· .. Th~ee .... f-ourths of·the teachers said that they 
did not believe.that any media were available commercially in the area 
of boys 9 foods • and nutriti·on· classes.;- Only two of the teachers felt 
that this type of. media was ·easy-,to locate 9 and these particular teach-
ers. commented:-that,they did have a·· Media Specialist 'and a large Media 
Center within --:thair···own school.,·. maldng- their ·access to ·this type of 
materials.·. much easier· than .. for-0 the· other teachers b 
Four·· of· the tea:ehers·: felt-··that--the· media which was · available was 
• d . t d. • t' 1na equate -in· conten ·an · .in o,rgan-.iza ion$ None of the teachers felt 
tha~.: ~~~- ~!Da:t-e~i:~1:s: were well p lannad or adequate fQr teachi~g boys 6 
The, general feeling~·- obviously, was,·that there-are few. if any. mate-
rials available which-were des~gned specifically for teaching boys' 
foods and.nutrition classeso Those materials which are available, are 
thought to·be very poot1.ly·pl:anned and inadequate for teaching boys. 
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Upon being asked what their preferences were concerning the pre-
paration of their own media materials 0 or purchasing commercially pre-
pared ones 9 about one=third (35%) of the teachers preferred to prepare 
all of their own media while.only five teachers preferred to use all 
commercially prepatted-materials" 0 Most of the teachers (40%) preferred 
to combine the commercially prepared materials with those which they 
had prepared themselves. 
TABLE IV 
RESPONSES OF TWENTY HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
TO EDUCATIONAL MEDIA QUESTIONNAIRE PART IV 
COMMERCIALLY PREPARED MEDJA 
Opinion 
( a) it: is easily lQcatad 
(b) it is difficult to locate 
· (c) it does not exist as far as I know 
(d) it is inadequate in content and organization 
(e) it is well planned and adequate in content 
Would you prefer tog 
(a) pu~chase commercially prepared media 
{b) prepare your own educational media 
( c) combine commercial with your own 
personally prepared media 
N 
2 
18 
15 
4 
0 
5 
7 
8 
% 
10 
90 
75 
20 
0 
20 
35 
40 
The teachers were asked to indica.te·which particular topics within 
the foods and nutrition unit to be taught to the boys II class 11 they felt 
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they most needed ideas for developing educational media, Fifteen poss-
ible topics within this unit were taken from the Oklahoma, Colorado, and 
Missouri .. State Guide~ for Foods and Nutrition., These fifteen t'opics 
were suggested and the teachers 1-,tere invited to add aoy others they felt 
important.··· The topics which received the. greatest number of responses 
from the teachers were g outdoor ·cookery~· consumer shopping tips, the 
carving of meats i · meaSlll'_'fl::1~. ~Il{?;I'edients accurately, and baked products. 
Others which rated high on"the list included meat cookery 9 care and 
selection of kitchen utensils and equipment~ and physical fitness as 
related to nutritiono Table V dealt with these responses" 
TABLE V 
RESPONSES OF TWENTY HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
TO EDUCATIONAL MEDIA QUESTIONNAIRE PART V 
PREFERRED TOPICS FOR PROGRAMS 
Area of Foods and Nutrition 
(a) menu~,planning 
(b) consumer shopping tips 
(c) table setting 
(d) measuring ingredients accurately 
(e) meat cookery 
(f) the carving of meats 
(g) table etiquette 
(h) fruits and vegetables 
(i) breads and cereals 
(j) dairy products 
(k) care and selection of kitchen utensils 
and equipment 
(1) physical fitness and nutrition 
(m) the basic nutrients 
(n) baked products 
( o) out door cookery 
N 
3 
16 
2 
14 
13 
15 
7 
2 
I 
3 
11 
9 
6 
14 
18 
% 
15 
80 
10 
70 
65 
75 
35 
10 
5 
15 
55 
45 
30 
70 
90 
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Table VI reveals the types of equipment available to the home 
economics teachers which could be used to prepare and to present educat-
ional media programs within their classrooms. 
TABLE VI 
RESPONSES OF TWENTY HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS 
TO EDUCATIONAL MEDIA QUESTIONNAIRE PART VI 
EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE 
Equipment 
(a) overhead projector 
(b) slide projector 
(c) Bmm motion picture projector 
(d) Super 8 motion picture projector 
(e) slide camera . 
(f) Super 8 motion pictul;"e camera 
(g) heat transfer copier 
(h) photo-reflex copier 
N 
20 
18 
19 
10 
15 
9 
18 
17 
JiiLQ!LJ.ilhLJL; ~~::..swe! -= ". 
One-hundred percent of the teachers had access to the overhead 
% 
100 
90 
95 
50 
75 
45 
90 
85 
projector and almost all (90%) of the teachers had access to both the 
slide projector and to the heat transfer copier. Ninety-five percent 
of the teachers had access to the 8mm motion picture projector. This 
figure is interesti.n&:. ~~ ~olll:pa~ison to the forty-five percent of the 
teachers who·have prepared 0 their own 8mm fi_lm loops and tpe same forty-
five percent W'ho have, used the commercially pr~pc3:~ed film loops, 
Only halfof theteachers had access to the Super 8 motion picture 
projector, but this is probably due to the relative newness of this 
particular' -pr,ojector. - Almost half of the teachers had access to the 
Super 8 motiGn picture camera, -~nd __ a little more than half had access 
to the older,regular 8mm·mcrtion_:picturecamera. 
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Almost·all of the-teachers had.access to the heat transfer copier, 
but as they earlier indicated, :.they desired ·IM> new ideas .. for developing 
programs with this media. Mest·of the teachers (85%) also had access to 
the photo~reflex .copier, but as this media was plentiful to them both 
commercially and by self .. preparation 9 it was not considered essential 
in the development of programs in this study. 
More teachers-- (90%) had access .to the slide projector than to the 
slide·,camera ('75%)., ·· Since-sixty.percent of ·these teachers had indicated 
that they·had·prepared :their·own·,csHde programs-and sixty-five percent 
indicated:they had used-commercially p.repared·slides 1 this media was 
considez,ed important·tothe·teachers involved and to this study., 
The·· large· percentage:s. of ·home·· e?onomics teachers checking the areas 
in which· assistance· and· ideas -for· pr:ograms w.as d,esired II seemed to in-
dicate the need for not only educational media~ developed specifically 
for the teaching of boys 9 foods and nutrition classes, but~ for programs 
developed in· the specific· medias of Bmm si_ngle concept film loops 9 
programed·instruction 9 and slide series programs. A desire was ex-
pressed for a list =of the·commercially available materials, and the·maj-
ority of teachers-indicated·tbattheywould prefer to be able to pro= 
vide a combination of· media .. =combini:ng ··both-commercially prepared mate-
rials and those which they had devel:oped:themselves. 
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The Development of Sample Programs 
An examination of the results of the questionnaire helped select 
the specific educational media of w-hich sample programs would be pre= 
pared. The media l-thich seemed to be of greatest interest to the teach= 
ers for the teaching of foods and nutrition to high school boys ff classes 
were: (l) Bmmsingle concept film loops, (2) slide series programs, and 
( 3) programed instructiono -It was decided to do a sample program of 
each of these ·medias~ using the topics within the foods and nutrition 
unit which the teachers·indicated they felt were lacking in materials. 
The topics which were tobe used in this study were to include; 
(l) measuring ingredients accuratelyj (2) the carving of meatst and 
( 3) consumer tips. The programs to be developed would be applicable to 
any of the many·topics within·the area of foods and nutritionil and 
would serve as examples of how to develop programs independently. It 
was decided·· to include ·a· list of the commercial materials available 
within the·. area of·· foods and nutrition which could be used· in instruct= 
ion of boysu classeso The commercial materials which were reviewed 
included those in 8mm film loops 5 slide pr.ograms 9 and programed instruct= 
ion. (see Appendix· 0 5 P.age 122). Each of the media will be discussed 
individually. 
The remainder·of-this chapter will be devoted to the methodology 
of the development of each of the sample p~ograms which are included in 
the Appendices· B, C. · and· D ~ and to_ give suggest ions· for the use of this 
media in the-course-content of a boys 0 class. A discussion of the 
review of commercial materials will be inc+uded" 
The basic guidelines for the development of each program were 
based on the· guidelines-developed by- Gould· (25) to determine whether a 
particular material is suitable. These guidelines wereg 
l. Does it present- a concept that contributes to the attain-
ment of an objective for the unit? 
2. . Is it focused on one i-dea,or limit-ed to a small number of 
related ideas? 
3. Is it appropriate for the _age level which it is being 
used with? 
4. Is it well-organized, technically good 9 and esthetically 
pleasing? 
s. Are the facts portrayed true and up-to..,,date? 
6. Is it powerful enough t.o attract and hold the attention 
of the audience? · 
7. Is the point worth making? 
s. Is this the most effective way that the concept can be 
·presented? 
The media developed in this study were designed to acquaint home 
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economics teachers with three specific types of educational media which 
can be used·effectively·in·teaehing boys' classes in foods and nutrition 9 
and to present sample programs.for the teachers 0 use in developing their 
own media. Suggestions for the use of this media in the content of a 
course for boys will be in cl,uded. 
Slide Series Pr_ograms 
It was-decided to-develop a sample slide set depicting "Consumer 
Tips. for Boys'' , later given the title ''Bachelor SurvivaJli. The slide 
series illustrates the correct procedures for marketing for food., Boys 
are used as·the subjects in the slides and the pictures depict typical 
situations in the course of planning meals and shoppi.ng for food. 
The major concept to-be tB:ught inthis program was to help the 
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boys become intelligent consumers of food products and to get the most 
from their food dollar. A script was first written which carried out 
each of the· important fac·ets of information to be illustrated through 
the color slides., .The behavioral objectives were determined for the 
program. These were ( 1) to give the students,·a background on some 
present-day consumer ·problems·, (2) to help them become intelligent buy-
ers of any product--food in particular 9 ·· ( 3) to help the students be-
come familiar with means of managing wisely 9 the money expenditures for 
food for himself and for a family, (4) to help students become familiar 
with government agencies and food laws 9 and (5) to help the student 
become aware of the importance of consumer education. 
The script can be used for group or for individual instruction. 
The dialogue is written in .a factual but humorous manner to attract and 
hold the attention of the boys .. - Throughout-the script, assignments are 
suggested::for the boys such as i study important producers in the commun-
ity; study labels; investigate the quality of advertised products at 
different prices; gain a knowledge of United States food laws; study 
meat inspection regulations; set .up demonstrations and show tests for 
quality of standard home products, and tips- for marketing practices. 
The principles of this,program. when :0learned 9 will be helpful to the 
young men as they assume adult. final'l:¢ial responsibilities. 
The script was .breken down int·o major parts and put into a reason-
able sequence for.presentationo Enrichment materials were included to 
keep the boys' interes;t: high. The planning· of the slide content in 
this manner eliminated. unnecessary duplication of effort and greatly 
reduced the expense connected .with ·the production of the slid.e series" 
It was·decided to·make,eighteen- slides for the actual program. Two 
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slides were to be used for the title and fo:t' the ending of the programo 
Index cards were filled out on each slide to be taken so that they could 
be added, deleted, or rearranged when the final slides were completed. 
On these cards, the following· information was recorded: (1) the title 
of the slide• (2) rough sketch of finished slide, (:3) technical infor-
mation--angle of the shotl -{4) condensed narration for the slide, and 
(5) the number which represented the position of the slide in the series. 
Using a 35mm camera, the slides were taken in two major settings: 
a kitchen, and a local grocery store. Two shots were taken of each 
desired situation in order to be able to edit the slides and remove 
those which were too dark, too light, or out of focuso The film con-
tained twenty possible shots and two-rolls of film were used. Color 
film was used because- it .was deemed··to be much mor,e effective in deal-
ing with the selection of·foodso Ten pictures were taken in this wayo 
To incorporate-a little variety into the program 9 eight of the 
slides wer•e taken of animated subjects® and the·title and ending slides 
used dim~_nsional letters and background for added effect b The ani-
mated slides were produced by tracing desired pictures from contemporary 
cards, magazines 5 books, etco of- boys and other subject matter consid-
ered relevant to the progr,am" The pictures were traced on white typing 
paper.and.then colored in using various means of coloring. Magic mark-
erslJ construction paper, wrapping paper, and water colors were among the 
materials used, 
The slides·chosen to animate includedg "stretching the food dollar", 
"percentage of food dollars'', "making a shopping list", "shopping the 
,newspapers", "red--the color consumers buy", "don I t shop while you are 
hungry! 11 , "interpreting government grades and laws", and "the e>(tras 
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count!". Each of these animated pictures attempt to illustrate the prob-
lems as well as the advantages in learning to be a wise consumer, The 
poses, dress, and settings of the pictures were an attempt to help the 
student viewing the program 5 identify with what he sees, The pictures 
should not be outdated soon as-·they deal with perpetual situations o 
Another attempt by the writer-to- incorporate variety into the pro-
gram was to use varities of poses-=some close-up-=some distance shots--
some of objects--... and some of people. The boys used in the pictures were 
the age of the intended audience- ... sevente-en and eighteen years old. 
Where the slides varied from the original script 9 the script was 
adjusted and rewritten to make it cohesive, The slides were edited and 
viewed by a layman, a high-school boy 11 and another home economics teach-
er to get varying reactions. The script was annotated at each point 
when the slides should be changedo The script is designed so that an 
individual student can read it as he views the slides 9 or so that the 
teacher can read or tape the-narration as she shows the program to a 
larger groupo The program can be updated wheneverthe teacher feels it 
is necessaryo (Appendix C, Page 118)0 
The expense of the slides was not prohibitive II but they are not in-
expensive teaching materials. The writer had to be car·eful to read the 
instructions on the operation of the camera$ and to make sure the light-
ing was adequate. The grocery store had plentiful lighting, but the 
kitchen used in the pictures had to have additional lighting in order 
to bring.out a clear picture. 
The·slides are stored cal:"efully, and are most effective in a part-
ially dark_ened room when used. The slides are kept carefully numbered 
and arranged for ease in presenti.ng· a program. The use:r. must remember 
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to place the slides in the proper order so that they will not appear on 
the screen upside down, sideways, or backwards. This can disrupt a 
class and waste much time. The· slides used were previewed by the writer 
and the teacher who develops ·her own should be certain tha_t they present 
correct ·and ·accnrate- information to the studentso The script informat-
ion was· taken from reliable foods textbooks and State Guides o 
The slide projector was not difficult to learn to operate• but the 
instructions for operation should be read before the class is in session o 
Students using the program individually should be instructed in the op-
eration of the projector and care of the slides beforehando 
The writer found that the · rewards of developing one's own slide 
series are many. If properly cared for, the slides will be usable for 
many years ·; and will -be worth ·the money in the long run o The teacher 
can gradually accumulate a good -library of slides for use in years to 
come. 
Programed Instruction Booklets 
Two topics indicated by ·teachers as deserving additional programs 
designed for t ·eachi_ng ·boys, .. ·class-es -were selected as topics appropriate 
for programing. The carving of me-ats 9 and measuring ingredients accur-
ately were ·thought by the writer to be topics which might make interest-
ing programs, ·especially when written directly for boys. In considering 
the two major types of pr_ogram-ing which were described in Chapter II, 
page 26 1 the writer felt that the intrinsic or "scrambled" form of 
programing might appeal more to the h_igh school boy . 
In order to· prepare- the pr_ogram on measuring techniques• it was 
assumed that the boy knew- very little about basic cooking ingredients, 
and close to nothing about measuring techniques. The major concept to 
be taught in this program was to learn the importance of accuracy with 
which one measure the ingredients in recipes in order to be successful 
with meal preparation. The behavioral objectives of the program were 
that upon finishing the Pl:'.ogram 9 the student should be able to do the 
following: (1) be familiar with common measuring utensils and their 
appropriate uses, (2) be able to determine the appropriate measuring 
divisions for the specific ingredients in any recipe, (3) be able to 
measure common ingredients with accuracy, (4) be able to interpret and 
use successfully, the tables for common equivalent measures for foods, 
and (5) to realize the importance of accuracy in the measuring of 
common ingredients. 
After stating the objectives in behavioral terms. the information 
had to be·analyzed and broken down into small segments to be learned 
one at a time., . This breakdown was done in the form of an outline. 
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When this outline was completed, the sequence for presenting the mate-
rial was determinedo The writer broke each segment down again and again 
into very simple and basic statements of information. It was decided 
to describe a basic ingredient used in food preparation, one at a time, 
give its uses, its proper measuring technique, and instruct the student 
to practice the procedure in the kitchen before proceeding to the next 
ingredient. The process seemed somewhat repetitious and simple at 
first t but the flow of information b_egan to fit together easier after 
some practice. 
By choosing to use a branching program• the frames of information 
had to be much· longer and contained more information., The main frames 
were written first, The student was given two or three short paragraphs 
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of information concerning basic.ingredients, and then was asked a quest-
ion which required him to use as much of the information as possible 
at arriving at his answer •. Two to four alternatives from which he could 
select-his answer were givena One of the answers was the correct choiceo 
The other answers· were choices which the writer thought the student 
might.logically arrive at if he had failed to read the information, mis= 
understood the information, or lacked the necessary background infor-
mation. A page number was listed after each alternative to direct the 
student to-his next frame of informationo 
For each incorrect alternative 9 a remedial frame had to be written, 
These frames contained information to correct the student and to get 
him ready for the next frame, The writer had to reword and re-explain 
the subject matter in the·correction·frames so that the student would 
be·able to-understand the·material bettero -The various means of doing 
this were ·to-send the student back to the original frame to make another 
choice, or by giving him a -similar choice to make and then sending him 
on to the next frameo (See -Appendix B® Page 85). 
To determine-whether or not the student had learned the material 
presented in the program,, criterion frames were written and included in 
the last part of the program 9 °orsometimes used separately~ to evaluate 
whether or not the student had learned the information. These were 
usually r.eferred to · in both of·· the programs in this study as "Self Test" 9 
and asked questions over the information just covered, 
Into each of the two programs in this study were·inserted other 
devices for learning, The programs were referr.ed to as "adjunct" pro-
grams. They included the use of other media as 8mm film loops which 
were filmed to better demonstrate the techniques taught in the programs~ 
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and also included experiments and practice of the techniques described 
by the student in the kitchen area of the home economics classroomo 
Portions of the programs include some linear styles of questions, thus, 
the student re.ads two styles ·of Pl:'.Ograming 0 does experiments himself 9 
views the 8mm film loops for bett-er- comprehension t and is tested on 
what, he·· has· leamed ... -all in one session and in about one-third the time 
it would take for. the teacher to accomplish this on a group basiso 
Both.programs were·worked-byseveral students, both male and female 9 
and were revised several time.··· This is the major difference between 
programed·materiaJ. andtextbooks, The programs have almost always been 
tested with students and revised before they are printed. A rule given 
to follow is to revise tmtil ninety percent of the students make correct 
responses ninety percent of· the time. (25) o 
A pre-post test was·developed for each of the programs, which were 
comprehensive-multiple choice tests over the material presented in the 
programs. The questions on·the pre=post test are very similar to those 
asked in the programs., 
. The· second program wt-i't;.ten .was called "The Art of Carving" 9 and 
was developed in the·same manner as the first programo Its major con= 
cept to be learmed was fam±Haroity and understanding of the "art" of 
carving meats. , The·behavio:ralc, objectives of this program were (l) an 
adequate understanding of the,value of being able to carve meats corr-
ectly and· confidently, (2) an ,understanding of the relationship betw~en 
being an efficient and· successful host and being able to carve correctly, 
(3) knowledge and practice,·in,:the proper method of sharpening or 
"truing'L.the · blade of· the cariving knife with a steel or porcelain knife 
sharpener.·(4) familiarity-with-the general "rules of carving etiquette", 
(5) familiarity with the proper techniques of serving the carved meato 
It is not a simple matter to-write a program and get it ready for 
the student use. There is one great advantage to having the teacher 
t'1ho knows the subject matter an-d the abilities of the students~ write 
the programs--she can des.ign them to teach exactly what she wants the 
students to learn. EX:cerpts from each of the two programs developed in 
this study are included in-the Appendices B, Page 
Bmm Single Concept Film Loops 
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When used in independent studyi the 8mm motion picture has the same 
advantages as programed instruction6 Since the films are short, each 
film is limited to the present at.ion -of one main idea. The topics 
chosen to film in th.is study were -those which t-he writer felt might re-
quire some-practice on the part of the student and which would be too 
time consuming to demonstrate in class. The two film loops developed 
for this study were designed to demonstrate better, the techniques of 
measuring ingredients'.accurately 9 and the "art" of carvingo These loops 
can be used along with-the-programed .instruction booklets, or can be 
used alon-e--for the reviewing of techniques, 
It was decided to use a male as the demonst:r,ator in the films I thus 
making-it possible for-the high school boy to identify with the proced-
ures and-to make himfeel·at ease in what is typically considered the 
"females 911 domain.,· The films are in color, which is much more effect-
ive when working with foods. The film loop cartridges are the silent 
type. A script could easily be written from the programed instruction 
booklets to be taped onto the film if desired" If a program had not, 
been written as in this study, it would be effective to include an 
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outline~ explaining the objectives of the film loops and possibly giving 
extra assignments or questions to reinforce the learining objectives. 
To produce the film loops·for this study 9 it was necessary to 
familiar"ize the producer with the various equipment used in making 8mm 
motion pictures. Practice on a dummy film loop helped the writer be-
come familiar with the camera, the cartridge film loops~ the flood 
lightst the·splicer, the editing machine~ and various other pieces of 
equipment. A practice film,was taken using various settingsil lighting, 
and types of movements to get familiar with the correct picture taking 
procedures.· The film loop was run th1°ough the editing machine in order 
to get some practice i.n this process" 
A sequence taken from the programed instruction booklets, was 
written in· outline form for each film loop listing the important points 
to film. This servedas·a guide for determining the length of the pro-
gram and for determining which prociedures would have to be eliminated 
from the filmo The measuring techniques were practiced by the demon= 
strator several times before actual filming 0 but the carving of the 
turkey could only be done once due to the expense and time involved. 
The concepts and behavioral objectives the students were expected 
to learn from each film loop were the sa.me as those stated earlier in 
the description of the programed bookletso The writing of the film 
loop content was found tobe excellent experience for the teacher" The 
teacher is fol"ced to set·down definite concepts and objectives to be 
taught. and to organizethe material as efficiently and as simply as 
possible. Thought had to be_ given to the age and nature of the group 
who would be viewing the films and reading the programed booklets o 
Other considerations which had to be given to the film=making were: 
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colors to be used~ how close to the subject to filtni> how long to spend 
on a certain picture, elimination of time consurn::Lng procedures in the 
program~ avoiding shadows in the picture, keeping the object or subject 
being filmed from moving out of camera range~ and anticipating the un-
predictable, Time had to be allowed to film the titles of the fi.1ms. 
These were accomplished by the use of plastic·dimensional letters which 
could be placed on glassj colored papert and other interesting back= 
grounds. Titles weroe given to each change of technique to make it 
easier fo1 ... the viewing student to identify procedures" The films 
improved greatly with practice® but the time involved in the first film 
loops was much greater than anticipated by the writer. 
Reviewing Commercial Media 
Some time was spent by the writer in researching the available 
commercially developed materials in the medias of 8mm film loops, 35mm 
slide programs, and programed instructioni!J for use in teaching foods 
and nutrition classes in- generaL 
Several companies special.ize in producing materials for teachers. 
Commercially prepared materials·areusually more expensive than teacher-
made materials 0 but·the work has a moreprofessional appearance. 
A list of the materials found is given in Appendix D, Page There 
was found to be a·scarcity of home economics materials for use with the 
;nsdia included in ttiis study. New materials are appearing on the mar-
ket every yeart so it is wise for the teacher to check frequently to 
see what is available. Many of·the slides programs were done on an 
individual basis and the information as cost 8 content, time, and the 
produceJ' \,iere not always available to the writer. 
The writer researched audio-visual journals and catalogues, text-
books II educatio.nal journals, and found no specific media developed for 
the teaching of boys' classes in foods cµ1d nutrition. The materials 
which were-though by the W'riter to be,possibilities for includi~g·in a 
course of study for boys,are,included in Appendix D. Page l22o 
Media in Course-· Content for Boys v Classes 
The foods and nutrition unit which the media in this study were 
designed for• W'as planned to encourage the s_tudents· t-o recognize the 
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relationship·between a balanced-diet and good health; the basic scient-
ific principles, of food sanitatiQn 9 including food handling and pI'eser-
vat.ion;· use and caI'e of kitchen equipment; cooking and taste testing; 
making and carryi~g-:out meal plans;· menu planning for small and laI'ge 
· groups ;.·,·and experimental foods ·work o 
Various activities using the media developed in this. study and 
that developed. in ·.the ... future would include planning and serving nutrit-
ious meals-based on··the··four food.··groups; baking cakes and pies; using 
proper utensils and·.ingred·ients; field trips to local ·food processing 
plants;, art:'B!lging for··sp·ea.kers to talJcon job opportunities in the 
food·industry; visiting a commercial foods testing kitchen; all could 
I., I o 
be deve:lop·ed from and· incorporated with the media from this study to 
form course con-tent· for, a -'.boys O foods and nutrition class. The class 
couldbe·referredtoas,a Food Services class, the Chef's Club, or 
"Bachelor Survival"~ The possibilities are limitless and challenging. 
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Summary 
Chapter III has priesented the results of the questionnaire sent out 
to twenty teachers, in· fle:Kibly modular scheduled h_igh schools in ColoF-
ado, New Mexico, and-·Oregon.; · All twenty of the teachers responded to 
the questionnaire and the actual development of the 0 pr.ogr,ams in this 
study were -based on their answers, and ··comments concerning the · develop-
ment of educational rnedi-a for teachi?g boys' foods and· nutrition classes. 
A large percentage·of·the teachers- have used various forms of media 
in teaching- small groups· in their boys,. classes 9 and another large per-
centage used the media for individualizing instruction. Many expressed 
a desire to have ideas for developing programs using the medias of 
programed instt"uction; 8mm single concept film loops• and a slide 
series program. 
A majority of· the teachers expressed t:he feeling that there was a 
tremendous lack of comme.rcially prepared materials available for teach-
ing boys' foods-and-nutrition classes and a review of audio-visual 
journals,. catalogues,· educational· journals.- and t,extbooks by· the· writer, 
fairly well confirmed this f-eeli~go . 
Most· of·· the·· teachers· expressed an· interest· in·, combini.ng commercial 
materials·· with that prepared on· ,the.tr· ·own for more effective instruct-
ion. It was agreed that the media·' used with ·boysv classes should be 
short in.· length · and ·related specifically to boys and their particular 
interests ·and·needso ·Most of the teachers relat-ed that they had:access 
to a vari-ety of audio"'!visuai equipment, although many had not utilized 
it to develop their own pr.ograms. 
The programs'.whi-ch·weredeveloped as a result of this questionni'" 
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aire were two. programed instruction booklets entitled "Measuring Ingred-
ients Accurately"• and "The Art of Carving Meat", two film loops en-
titled "Measuring Techniques"~ and "The Carving of a Turkey"; one 
slide series program·entitle-d "Bachelor Survival". All of these pro= . . 
grams -were·. written · for -the -- high· -school boy-- and incorporate a variety 
of experiences·"'7hich·are·hoped··to appeal to··the interests and needs of 
this age boy 6 
These -pr_ograms have not been tested and evaluated with high schools 
on an official basis 9 but this is the plan for the corning year. Sugg-
estions for·the use of this media in course content for a boys' class 
were included in this chapter- in hopes ·that other teachers of boys' 
fqods and nutrition· classes will have some guidelines for setting up 
similar programs. 
The ·teacher,through the development of educational media on her 
own, learns much and her teaching-can benefit greatly from the practice 
of determining concepts and behavioral objectives to be taught in each 
prpgram. -She should, in the process.,- become a more organized and 
more indirect teacher by placing more of- the responsibility of the 
learning ·on -the shoulders -of the ·ind-iva.dual student. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine the types of educational 
media being used by home economics teachers in teaching boys' foods and 
nutrition classes, to determine if there was a need for materials which 
related specifically to the interests and needs of the high school boy, 
and to develop sample programs using specific media. The objectives of 
the study were~ (1) to review information and to identify the needs of 
high school boys in order to determine the appropriate teaching tech-
niques utilizing educational media, (2) to determine the significant 
needs of home economics teachers of educational media for the instruc-
tion of boys' foods and nutrition classes, (3) to research and become 
knowledgeable of the types of educational media in use today, and to 
personally develop samples of selected media for use in teaching boys' 
foods and nutrition classes, (4) to prepare a list of the commercially 
available materials in each of the three medias in which sample programs 
would be prepared, and (5) to prepare educational objectives 
which communicate and provide a sound basis for the selection of edu-
cational media for teaching boys' food and nutrition classes, and (6) to 
include suggestions for the use of the media in course content of a 
boys' class in foods and nutrition. 
A review of literature relevant to the study was made and a need 
for the study was verified by the responses of twenty teachers in the 
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flexible modular scheduled high schools in Colorado, New Mexico; and 
Oregon. A questionnaire was developed and sent to the twenty teachers 
who also were presently teaching a boys' foods and nutrition class. 
One=hundred percent of the teachers returned the questionnairie with 
additional comments of their desire to use the materials and ideas dev-
eloped in this study, 
The teachers indicated a great need for sample programs using the 
medias of Bmm single concept film loops~ programed instruction, and 
slide series programs. A need for media developed specifically for the 
needs and interests of the high school boys was also indicated, As a 
result of the questionnaire, sample programs were developed in each of 
the three medias, 
A slide series program entitled "Bachelor Surviva.111 , containing 
twenty color slides and a script written to go along with it, was dev-
eloped for use with individual boys or with the entire boys' classo 
Two Bmm film loops were developed® entitled "The Art of Carving a Tur-
key", and "Measuring Techniques" 9 and programed inst!'uction booklets 
which could be combined with each of these film loops were written, 
The programed booklets were entitled "Measuring Ingredients Accurately"t 
and "The Art of Carving Meat". 
A review was done of the commercially available materials in each 
of the three media and very few materials were located which related 
specifically to teaching boys~ foods and nutrition classes. The field 
of home economics in generalt had a scarcity of commercial media, The 
materials which were considered relevant to this study were included in 
the Appendix D, Page 
Suggestions for uses of the media developed in this study in the 
course content for a boys' class in foods and nutrition were also 
included in a general vein. Home economics teachers were encouraged 
to develop similar pr.ograms •. · geari_ng the instruction toward the needs 
of the boy ·in today's cha!1·g·i-:ng society. 
Conclusions 
The followi!}g conclusions -were delineated from the study. 
lo·· The twenty· home economics teachers who participated in the 
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study used a variety of educational media to teach boys' foods and nut-
rition classes, and .most had developed some of this media on their own. 
2o ·· The home economics teachers felt that programs used to teach 
the boys'· classes were difficult to -locate, poor in content and organ-
ization• , and ··were unrelated to the needs and interests of the high 
school·boy in_ generalo 
3. · The· majority of the teachers indicated an interest in havi_ng 
sample pr_ograms developed· for. their reference , in the medias of Bmrn 
single concept film loops•, pr_ogramed instruction• and slide series pro .. 
.r· 
grams. 
4. More than half-of 1:he,teachers have access to the necessary 
equipment for··the development of the th:r:-ee medias described and would 
be interested in combining·· commercially developed programs with those 
which they-~ight develop·vhemselves. 
5. There''.Was a genera-J.., feeJ.i_ng that pr.ograms are: greatly needed 
in the area·of-:-foods·and nutrition for use in boys 9 classes and a list 
of the commercially· available- and applicable -materials was-· desired. 
6. The -teacher can and should attempt the development of pr_ograms 
using·various,·fo_rms of·me-dia 1 , not only for the individualization of 
instruction for the benefit of the students i but to improve her own 
teaching abilities through planning and or•ganization of definite con-
cepts and objectiveso 
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7 o · The amount of time· required in the development of the various 
media make it diffi.cult for the ave~age teacher to spend much time in 
the development of programs o It would be very advantageous to have the 
assistance of a Media Specialist who might be in charge of a Media Cen-
ter located in the school, 
8, The expense of developing programs is relative to the "tailored" 
effect and keeping quality of the media, The initial expense of the 
basic equipment is absorbed easily if the teacher utilizes the equip-
ment frequently and stores the media properly, 
9, The development of a slide se:r;,ies program is much simplier than 
expected. The independently developed programs are markedly superior to 
the commercial ones in their content. The teacher can incorporate any-
thing she wishes to teach with ease~ and can update the program at any 
time. Once the teacher has some practice in using the equipment, it 
is much more challenging 1> and much less expensive, to develop her own. 
10. Programed texts are one of the most challenging and stimulat-
ing experiences a teacher can become.involved in, The writer feels that 
the process of programing can do a g1°eat deal for both the student and 
the teacher, Through the development of definite concepts, objectives, 
and organization of instruction 1> · the teacher can better understand the 
learning process and become mo:r,e sensitive to students v needs o 
Recommendations 
The responses of the twenty home economics teachers led to the 
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following recommendations by the writerg 
1. ··The home economics teacher should familiarize herself with the 
various educational media which is available both commercially and for 
development:by.the individual teacher. It would be a good idea for the 
home economics ·-teacher ·to keep at .least one. good reference textbook or 
subscribe .. to a periodical or journal which lists these developments. 
2. The teacher should practice with Bmm film a good deal before 
actually filming a sequence or demonstration,. · Becoming with the equip-
ment involved·is·an·excellent-assurance of success with this media. 
3. To do an effective slide series program, the pictures should 
contain subjects·, or ·materials which the students can identify with and 
respond to. It is wise to take--at· least two shots of each desired 
slide in order tcr assure· a successful -pictureo The students should be 
prepared for the use·of the slides. 
4.. Programed·- instruction is accomplished more easily if the teach-
er begins-practicing with·the linear· style of programing first and then 
moves into·the intrinsic 0 style. These programs aI'e much more interest-
ing when·combined·with·other media 0 as-·Bmm film loopso 
5o ··· The home economics teacheP--needs,to concern herself with the 
development ··of medi-a· 1-'tailored" to meet the specific n-eeds of boys in 
the h_igh ··school· foods, and· nutrition classes. An effort needs to be 
made to-provide instruction which will not only·inspire boys to pursue 
a career in the food industrye but to_ give the boys a practical know-
ledge in using time 9 money--and material- resources wisely. 
Implications 
Severa_l- implications. :for further- study appear justified in view of 
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the findings of this s.tudyo There seems to be an obvious ne,ed on the 
part of the teacher 9 for-training and experiences in developing media 
which can be "tailored" to meet specific needs o With the changing role 
of the male in today 0 s society-. there is great need for education of 
the boy-in what wasonce consi:dered the 11woman°s domain"o 
A li!tudy of the ··need for materials developed specifically for teach= 
ing boys v foods and nutrition classes- might be feasible in light of 
the growing enrollments-of high-school boys-in-home economics classes. 
Each of the media developed in this study could be studied in depth 
and specific recommendations·· for the topics within the area of foods 
and nutrition most suitable for a particular method of presentationp. 
!l~r',/ 
An evaluation of the commercial materials available for the instru-
ct ion of boys 9 clas.ses could· be done to· determine possible uses and 
combinationsinto classes for-both group and individual instructiono 
Experiments need to be done with the combinations of media to pro-
duce "packages" of instruct-ion· geared toward the teaching, of high, sch-
- ' 
ool boys v classes. .. Specific,-- guidelines for the development of a_ com-
plete course of study for high school· boys in the area of foods .and 
nutrition could prove a vi-tal and necessary study in the near future. 
The programs developed in·this study need to be evaluated for their 
effectiveness by-testing them-in-several high school home economics.pro-
grams. Boys v classes· in both, flexible modular scheduled schools. and in 
tradi tional.'ly scheduled schools should try out and evaluat-e these pro-
""," .. 
grams. The .pl"ograms-should be tested both in class or group instruct= 
ion and with--individualized--instruction. 
The provision-of in-service training for home economics teachers 
in the development·and use-of-educational media appears essential.today" 
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Oklahoma State University 
Home Economics Education Dept. 
Stillwaters Oklahoma 74074 
Mrs, L. McHugh 
Horne Economics Instructor 
Golden Senio~ High 
701 West 24th St. 
Golden, Colorado 80401 
Dear Mrs. McHugh~ 
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September l, 1968 
As part of rrry requirements for earning my Master of Science degree 
in Home Economics Education• I am writing a thesis wh{ch involves the 
development of educational media for the teaching of boys' Foods and 
Nutrition classes. 
I am contacting you among twenty high school home economics teach-
ers who are·teaching·in·a-fleKible modular scheduled high school and 
who are presently teaching a boys' class in home econornicso 
I would greatly appreciate your assistance in determining whethe:r;, 
or not there is a need for materials-developed specifically for teach-
ing boys' classes. Attached to this letter·· is a questionnaire which 
I have developed hoping to learn something about your boys' classes 
which I can utilize to determin·e what the real needs are. 
If there is a significant· indication· on the part of the majority 
of you as·home economics·teachers, that·educational media needs to be 
developed for boys' classes, I will in turn, attempt to develop some 
sample programs in the medias you indicate the most interest in. 
I would be most happy to send any materials which may be developed in 
this study to you for use with your boys 9 class if you deem it to be 
relevant. Perhaps ·this study will provide some ideas for the develop-
ment of a course content. gearred toward teachi~g h_igh school boys. 
If you would fill out the enclosed que.stionnaire and return it to 
me as soon as possible I I will be anxious to hear your ideas and to 
get busy on this project! 
Sincerely 9 
Carole A. Ogilvie 
Graduate Assistant 
Home Economics Education 
Oklahoma State University 
QUESTION,NAIRE 
PART I. Please answer the following questions by placing an X in the 
appropriate blanks. 
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Which of the following best describes the size of your boys' clas$? 
five to fifteen students 
------- fifteen to twenty-five students 
------- above twenty-five students 
Which of the following did you find the most effective method of 
instruction with the boys' home economics class? 
lecture to large group 
lecture to small group 
------- group work (three to five in group) 
individualized instruction -------
other -------
Which of the following have you personally or with assistance, 
prepared for use in your boys' class? 
------- programed instruction (booklet form) 
Bmm single concept film loops 
------- slide series programs 
overhead projection (opaque and transparencies) 
tapes 
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In which of the following have you used commercially prepared m.,s.t-
erials in your boys' class? 
---- programed instruction (booklet form) 
---- 8nun single concept film loops 
------- slide series programs 
----- overhead projection (opaque and transparencies) 
tapes 
Which of the following best describes how you used the educational 
media which you prepared or was comercially prepared? 
for large group instruction 
for small group instruction 
for individual instruction 
for evaluation purposes 
other (list) 
PART II. Please check with an X those materials which you felt were 
most effective in teaching boys' food and nutrition classes. 
----- programed instruction 
------- 8nun single concept film loops 
------ slide series programs 
------- overhead projection 
------ tapes 
------- textbooks only 
------- combinations of media (list) 
------- other (list) 
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Which of the following do you believe to be .most effective in teach-
ing foods and nutrition to boys' classes? 
----· short programs related directly to boys 
---- longer programs related directly to boys 
---- short programs written originally for girls 
---- longer programs written originally for girls 
----- short programs related to general home economics students. 
-----· longer programs related to general home economics students 
----- doesn't make any difference 
From your experience, do you feel that boys need specially prepared 
educational media for their foods and nutrition classes? If so, 
why? 
PART III. Check any of the following media in which you would be inter-
ested in receiving ideas for developing programs. 
____ programed instruction 
slides ----
---- 8mm single concept film loops 
tapes 
---- overhead projection ---- combinations of media 
lists of commercial materials available ----
PART IV. Check your opinion on the following: Commercially prepared 
materials for teaching boys' classes in foods and nutrition 
are: 
----- easily located 
hard to locate ----
----- do not exist as far as you know 
----- inadequate in content 
----- well planned and adequate in content 
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Would you prefer to: 
____ purchase commercially prepared materials 
---- prepare your own educational media 
combine commercial and your own personally developed media 
PART V, In which of the following areas are you most interested in 
receiving ideas for developing programs? 
menu-planning 
____ consumer shopping tips 
table setting 
____ measuring ingredients correctly 
---- meat cookery 
the carving of meats 
table. etiquette 
---- fruits and vegetables 
____ breads and cereals 
dairy products 
care and selection of kitchen utensils and equipment 
physical fitness and nutrition 
the basic nutrients 
---- baked products 
outdoor cookery 
others (list) 
PART VI. List the audio-visual equipment you have available for use 
in your school. 
APPENDIX B 
SAMPLES OF PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION PROGRAMS 
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(Page 1) 
TO THE STUDENT: 
AN EXCERPT FROM A SAMPLE PROGRAM 
LEARNING THE IMPORTANCE OF 
MEASURING IN FOOD PREPARATION 
You are to check out these measuring utensils with your instructor be~ 
fore beginning this program: 
1. A pyrex liquid measuring cup--1 cup capacity 
2. A pyrex liquid measuring cup--1 quart capacity 
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3. 4 nested metal cups with measuring capacities of 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, and 
1 cup. 
4. A metal cup for measuring dry ingredients. It has graduation marks 
indicating one-fourth cup divisions. 
5. A set of spoons with measuring capacities of 1/4, 1/2, and one tea-
spoon and one tablespoon. 
6. A sifter 
7. A regular tablespoon 
8. One medium size mixing bowl 
You are to check out these common ingredients with your instructor before 
beginning this program. These should be in small bowls. 
1. 2 cups flour (preferable white enriched) 
2. 2 cups granulated sugar 
3. One and one half cups brown sugar 
4. 2 tablespoons baking powder 
5. 1 cup solid shortening 
6. 1 bottle of white karo syrup (do not pour into bowl beforehand). 
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(Page 2) 
READ BEFORE BEGINNING THE PROGRAM: 
This progr9-m i~ quite different from working with an ordinary textbook. · 
This progrqm consists of a variety of numbered statements or paragraphs, 
each of which tells you something and asks questions about the material 
which you have learned. 
These "frames" introduce new material a little at a time and review old 
material as needed to make sure you will remember it. Always follow 
directions for the next page you are to read. 
You are to work at your own rate of speed--DO NOT try to study the same 
way you would a book. Do your written work near the kitchen area so 
that you can easily follow instructions involving the use of the measur-
ing utensils and ingredients. 
You will be given the following to work with: 
1. The program 
2. A list of measuring utensils which you are to check out with your 
instructor. 
3. ·A list of common ingredients which you are to check out with your 
instructor. 
4. The 8mm film-loop proje~tor 
5. The film-loop "Measuring Techniques". Parts I and II 
6. An apron 
Now--turn to page 3 and begin the program 
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INTRODUCTION 
The ACCURACY with which you measure the ingredients in almost all recipes 
is of the utmost importance ta your success in meal preparation: A 
truly good chef follows a few simple rules. 
When you have finished reading this program and have completed the tasks 
given therein, you should be able to do the following: 
1. Be familiar with common measuring utensils and their appropriate 
uses. 
2. Be able to determine the appropriate measuring divisions for the 
specific ingredients in any recipe. 
3. Be able to measure common. ingredients with accuracy. 
4. Be able to interpret and use successfully, the tables for common 
equivalent measures for foods. · 
5. Realize the importance of accuracy in the measuring of common 
ingredients. 
The guides given herein will help you to follow any standard United 
States recipes in determining the co-rect amouncs of ingredients and 
types of measuring utensils to use. 
You will learn these rules and techniques by following carefully, the 
information and instructions.on the followi~g pages. At the end of 
each page, you will be told which page to turn to next. 
Turn to page 4 
(Page 4) 
After first washing your hands and donning your chef's apron, let's 
determine why it is of importance to use the proper measuring tech-
niques in food preparation. 
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Most recipes are based on level measurements. Measures like "heaping", 
"scant", or "just a pinch", may work just fine for your Dad, but until 
you are very experienced, let's use standard level measures! 
TI!_e accuracy of the measure used can determine the outcome of the final 
food product. The variations which may occur through inaccurate measur-
ing could even ruin a final product. 
PLEASE CHOOSE BETWEEN THESE STATEMENTS: 
A. "I can see where the accuracy of the measure is very important in 
determining the outcome of the foods I prepare." 
Turn to page 5 
B. 11 1 can't see what real difference it could make if I don't measure 
all of the ingredients accurately! Many people are good cooks and 
~tainly don't let a thing like that worry them!" 
Turn to page 6 
(Page 5) 
Answer to page 7: accuracy 
Now that we agree on the important of accuracy in measuring of ingred-
ients, let's see of what importance the measuring utensils can be. 
If you expect to use measuring utensils to your advantage, ydu must 
learn which utensils are appropriate for measuring which of the common 
ingredients. 
Check the measuring utensils which you have already assembled. You 
should have before you, these common measuring utensils: 
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1. A metal cup for measuring dry ingredients. It has graduation marks 
indicating one-fourth cup divisions. 
2. 4 nested metal cups with measuring capacities of 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, and 
1 cup. These can be used for both. dry and liquid ingredients. 
3. A pyrex cup for measuring liquids with space· above full-cup mark 
for easier measuring and a lip for pouring. 
4. A quart size pyrex measuring cup for measuring liquids in la~ger 
amounts. It is also convenient to use in the water displacement 
method of measuring.bulk fats~ 
5. A set of spoons with measuring capacities of 1/4, 1/2, and 1 tea-
spoon and tablespoon, for liquid and dry ingredients. 
The above described utensils are standard measuring cups and spoons. 
They are designed for use in all United States tested recipes. 
Would each of these measuring utensils be accurate and appropriate for 
use in measuring both dry and liquid ingredients? 
A. If you say YES, turn to page 11 
B. If you say NO, turn to page 8 
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(Page 6) 
You can I t see what's wrong in a li t.tle inaccuracy in making measures of .· 
common ingredients? O.K. Let's try a little experiment to carry this 
point further. 
Go ~o the kitchen area where you have assembled your equipment and ingre-
dient.a. · 
Dip the standard or regular tablespoon into flour or baking powder, and 
then level its conte.nts. Don't shake! 
Use a knife or spatula to level off the top. 
Now--scoop up a heaping spoonful of the same ingredient WITHOUT leveling. 
Compare your two samples visually, and by feel of the weight. 
You should be able to determine now, that lighter materials, if casually 
taken, may triple or even quadruple the amounts indicated in the recipes. 
Certainly, this much of a difference could change the physical make-up 
of the finished food product. 
Ten to one--the cook who prides himself on "nothing but intuition" as 
a guide to quantity, is the same "old hand", who has for years, used the 
same bowls, cups, spoons, stove, brands, etc. and gets more than his 
share of lucky breaks. Like as not, he doesn't mind variations in his 
end product! O.K.? 
Turn back to page 4 and try the other alternative 
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You said you CAN see the importance of accurate measuring in determining 
the final outcome of the food you are preparing. That's certainly an 
indication of the efficient Chef you will soon be! 
Yes, inaccuracy in measuring could mean the difference in a successful 
and an unsuccessful final product. Imagine the volume of a baked pro-
duct in which one tablespoon of baking powder had been used instead of 
one teaspoon! Or a cake in which one-half cup of sugar had been used 
instead of one cup. Talk about variation in quality! 
It is important to select recipes which have been tested--that is, 
recipes in which the proportions of ingredients have been adjusted 
accurately and the methods of making have been worked out in detail so 
as to give the best results. 
Those recipes which generally have the best results, are those in which 
the measures of the ingredients are tested for~~~~~~~~----
Accuracy in measuring depends a great deal on the utensils used to 
measure the ingredients. To become familiar with those utensils most 
commonly used, turn back to page 5. 
(Page 8) 
O.K.--now you're on the right track! While we know that well exper-
ienced, or even inexperienced cooks could still possibly come out with 
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a successful finished food product by guessing at measures, and using the 
incorrect utensils, you are way ahead of them by starting off on an 
"accurate foot"! 
WAIT ... -try this self test to make sure you remember which utensils are 
correct for dry and for liquid ingredients. 
1. The metal cup which has graduated marks on its side, indicating 1/4, 
1/3, 1/2, and 1 cup capacities, is best used in measuring-,------
iiquid/dry 
ingredients. 
2. The nested cups with measuring capacities of 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, and 1 
cup, can be used for measuring ingredients. 
3. A glass or pyrex cup with extra space above the full-cup mark, and 
a lip for pouring, is best used for measuring ingredients. 
4. Measuring spoons with capacities of 1/4, 1/2, and 1 teaspoon and 
tablespoons, are appropriate in measuring ingredients. 
If you have forgotten these, go back to page 4 and reread--then take 
this little test again. If not--goo.d for you! Turn on to page 9, 
(Page 9) 
Answers to Self Quiz page 8: dry, liquid and dry, liquid, liquid and 
dry 
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You completed the self quiz, which indicates that you are how knowledge-
able of which measuring utensils are appropriate for the various types 
of common ingredients used in recipes. 
The assumption is now made that you know which utensils to use with 
which ingredients, and that you can now practice the proper measuring 
techniques which should be used to assure further accuracy in measuring. 
Before you go any further--go to the film-loop projector and view the 
film-loop "Measuring Techniques". You may wish to view this loop more 
than once, in order to better grasp the procedures which we will be 
discussing. After viewing the film-loop, return to this program and--
Turn to page 12 
(Page 10) 
This really wasn't meant to be a tricky question, but you've said that 
the most accurate measure of liquids could be done by using either a 
metal graduated measuring cup, or the measuring spoons. 
True--some people use the metal graduated cups to measure liquids, but 
they are by no means, as accurate as the liquid measuring cup. There 
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is the possibility of spilling the liquid--since you can't level off the 
liquid with ex~ra room at the top of the utensil, and since there is 
no pouring lip on either the dry measuring cup or the spoons. 
An eye level measurement is difficult to take with a utensil filled to 
the brim with liquid. Agreed? 
Give this some more thought and perhaps you will see it the other way. 
As for measuring spoons--it would take 16 level tablespoons to fill one 
cup of liquid. This wouldn't be very practical in terms of time and 
energy--now would it! We will talk more about the measuring spoons 
later. 
Turn back to page 8 and continue the program 
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Did you say YES? Perhaps you overlooked those key words--ACCURATE and 
APPROPRIATE. Of course, there are no laws stating that you absolutely 
cannot use any of the measuring utensils for both dry and liquid in-
gredients, and perhaps sometime you will be in a situation where you will 
have to do just that! But, let's consider again those key words. 
While one could possible "get by" with using a dry measuring cup to 
measure a liquid, consider the disadvantages: 
1. There is a possibility of spilling the liquid--no extra space or 
lip is provided as is with the liquid measuring cup. 
2. Liquids are heavier, and the dry measuring cups may be a little more 
awkward to handle when full than the regular liquid measuring cup. 
3. One could not easily fill the dry measuring cup to the brim, as you 
could fill it with dry ingredients. Therefore, the final measure-
ment most likely will be less than that called for in the recipe. 
4. One cannot easily check the level of the liquid in the dry measuring 
cup by the eye-level measurement without spilling the liquid when 
moving the utensil to a higher level, 
To perform the eye-level measurement, take the liquid measuring cup and 
the dry measuring cup from your assemblege of utensils. Hold them (or 
place them both on an eye-level shelf or cabinet) both so that the line 
at which your ingredients would come to if you had exactly one cup full, 
is directly at your eye level. 
You should be able to perceive the advantages of the liquid measuring 
cup over the dry measuring cup for the measuring of liquids. 
the liquid would easily spill if held or lifted to eye-level 
measuring cup, and one could not see the level of the liquid 
below the one-cup measure. 
Obviously, 
in. a dry 
if it fell 
For accurate measuring of liquids, one should use 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
a. liquid measuring 
or 
b. dry measuring cup 
Check back on page 5--did you answer correctly? If YES--turn to page 
8 and continue. If NO--turn to page 10. 
(Page 12) 
In the film-loop "Measuring Techniques", you were shown how to measure 
these common ingredients: 
a. flour 
b. sugar--granulated 
c. sugar--brown 
d. shortening--by the water displacement method 
e. liquids and syrups 
In your kitchen area, assemble the common ingredients as indicated on 
your list. 
You should now be able to determine the correct measuring utensils for 
each of these ingredients. 
Suppose you needed in a recipe, one cup of sifted flour. Select the 
correct utensils for measuring the flour. 
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The utensils you will need will include: the sifter, a dry measuring 
cup, and a spatula or knife. Are these the utensils which you selected? 
If YES, go to page 14 
If NO, go to page 13 
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You did not select the sifter, the dry measuring cup, and the spatula or 
knife as the proper utensils for measuring flour. O.K. perhaps this 
information wasn't given clearly. 
TRUE--the sifter hadn't been mentioned, except as a part of the necessary 
measuring equipment on your list. But--the recipe called for "sifted" 
flour--didn't it? 
The reason we sift the flour before measuring it, is to: 
1. Eliminate uneven particles and lumps. 
2. Assure an even distribution of the flour when it is incorporated 
into the rest of the ingredients. 
3. Packed flour would make a recipe too heavy. The air incorporated 
through sifting assures a lighter texture. 
In order to incorporate air and to make the distribution of the flour 
more even, one can use the 
--~~~~~~~~~~---
The use of the sifter in measuring flour is often responsible for the 
success of the final product through its aid in incorporating air and 
distributing more evenly, the particles of flour. 
The dry measuring cup makes leveling off the flour with a spatula or 
knife, a simple matter. A liquid measuring cup would make it quite 
difficult to level off the flour without shaking the utensil. We know 
that shaking would repack the flour and eliminate the air which has 
been incorporated by the sifting process. 
If one shakes the utensil in order to level off the flour or other 
sifted ingredient, the flour may and lose the air 
which has been incorporated. 
Please read page 12 again, and then select the other alternative 
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Answers to page 13: sifter, repack 
Your selection of utensils was correct! The sifter will assure even 
distribution of the flour. It is particularly important that flour is 
not packed in measuring. In baking, sifting before measuring is essen-
tial to give a light texture by incorporating air into the batter. 
The dry cup which measures 1 cup even, can be leveled by running a 
spatula or knife across the top. This prevents shaking the flour about 
to level it off and resulting in repacking the flour. 
Follow this demonstration with your utensils and ingredients: 
1. Before measuring, sift the approximate amount of flour needed onto 
a clean paper towel or into a bowl. 
2. Spoon the sifted flour lightly into a measuring cup of the correct 
size, until the cup is overfull. Do not shake the cup, as the flour 
will repack. 
3. Run a spatula or knife through the flour to remove any air pockets 
or lumps. 
4, Level off the extra flour with the broad blade of the spatula or 
knife, so that the measured flour is just level with the top of the 
cup. 
Turn to page 15 
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The steps you just took should have looked something like this. 
A. SIFT B. SPOON C. LEVEL 
I " " I r---'' ' ''1' • I, I 
/' ''','•\...... 
~-~ .._/ 
You have now correctly measured the flour, and in a typical recipe, you 
would be ready to resift the flour with the other dry ingredients in the 
r ecipe in order to distribute the dry ingredients evenly. 
I n order to assure an even distribution of all dry ingredients in the 
recipe, the flour should be with the other dry ingred-
ients. 
Resifting is done in order to assure even~~~~~~~~- of all the 
dry ingredients in the recipe. 
Turn to page 16 
(Page 16) 
Answers to page 14: resifted, distribution 
Other dry ingredients in a recipe may include: baking powder, baking 
soda, salt, or other spices. 
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These "side-ingredients" are mea~mred with the correct size of measuring 
spoon. 
Pick up the set of measuring spooµs which was included with your meas-
uring utensils. 
Fill a measuring spoon of the correct size in order to get 1 tablespoon, 
with baking powder. Level off the extra amount with a spatula or knife. 
This is how this measurement should have looked. 
\ 
The reason you fill a measuring utensil overfull with dry ingredients, 
is so that you can off the extra amounts and get 
a more accurate measure. 
Turn to page 18 
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You should have answered the preceeding questions as so--
1. Water Displacement Method 
2. "Bulk" Fats 
Don't forget--water is displaced by the addition of the solid or bulky 
fat to the measuring utensil--thus the name "Water Displacement". 
This method makes it much easier to remove the fat from the utensil. 
The temperature of the fat is lowered, making it more solid while in 
the water. It is much less messy to remove when the water is poured 
off, than to try to scrap the fat from the sides of a container into 
which it has been packed. 
If you are still unsure of this method, view the film-loop once again, 
stopping the film to observe more closely, the water displacement method 
of measuring bulk fats. 
When you feel sure you understand the technique of this method of meas-
uring fats---
Go on to page 22 
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Answers to page 16: level off 
In the film-loop, "Measuring Techniques", you learned the correct way 
to measure sugar--both granulated and brown. Remember? If not, view 
the film-loop once again, paying special attention to this part of the 
film. Return to this·page. 
You should have noticed that granulated sugar is measured the same as 
flour, except it is not necessarily sifted before-hand as flour is. 
An exception to this is: many cake recipes call for sugar to be sifted 
in order to insure even distribution of the sugar throughout the batter. 
Granulated sugar should.!!£!.. be packed in, but should instead, be leveled 
off with a spatula or knife. Shaking the utensil could pack in the 
sugar. 
Measure out 1 cup of granulated sugar, using the metal dry ingredients 
measuring cup. Level it off with a spatula or knife. Did you use the 
proper technique? 
Remember, the main points of this measuring technique are: 
1. Granulated sugar need to be sifted before use ~--.,-------~ does/ does not 
in most recipes. 
2. Shaking granulated sugar will __,. _________ packing of the sugar 
prevent/cause 
while measuring. 
3. Granulated sugar~-,---.,........----~ be packed in to assure a pro-
sliould/should not 
per measure~ 
Turn to page 19 
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Measuring brown sugar accuragely, requires a different technique from 
that of measuring granulated sugar. 
Unlike other dry ingredients, .1brown sugar should be packed into the 
measuring cup of the correct size, before leveling off. A dry measuring 
cup fits the purpose best. 
"Packing in" is done by pushing the sugar into the utensil firmly, until 
there are no air pockets, and the sugar is level with the top of the 
measuring utensil. 
When the sugar is removed from the cup, it should look like this. 
Measure out 1 cup of brown sugar, remembering to pack it in tightly. 
Remove the sugar from the cup. It s hould have come out in one solid 
chunk. If it does not, re-read the definition of "packing in" and 
remeasure the sugar. 
You are now ready to proceed with other measuring techniques--
Turn to page 20 
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You have now learned to measure flour, "side-ingredients", and granulated 
and brown sugar, correctly. There are only a few major common ingred-
ients remaining which you should now learn to measure. 
Fats can be measured by different methods, depending on the type of fat 
you are using in your recipe. Liquid fats should be measured with pyrex 
liquid measuring cups. It is measured the same as other liquids, which 
we will discuss in detail on a later page. 
It is advised that "bulk" fats (those which are solid at room tempera-
tures), be measured by the "Water Displacement Method". 
This is a method in which water is added to the measuring cup, to equal 
the amount of fat which you desire to use. To the water, add fat, until 
it brings the water level up to twice its original amount. This will 
indicate that the amount of fat in.the measuring utensil equals the 
amount of water, and is an accurate measure of the amount you needed for 
your recipe. The water has beeri "displaced" by the fat. 
To better explain this method, carry out the following steps in your 
kitchen area. 
1. Fill a liquid measuring cup with water. Now pour out an amount 
equal to the amount of shortening to be measured. (For 1/2 cup 
shortening, pour out 1/2 cup water). 
2. Put the shortening in the cup until the level of water is just even 
with the line of the cup, indicating the i cup level. 
3. Drain off the water. 
The amount of fat left in the cup should the desired 
amount for the recipe, and the original amount of water used. 
The main idea of this technique, is that the water is~~~~~~~~ 
by the fat. 
Turn to page 21 
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Answers to page 20: equal, displaced 
The steps you just followed should have looked like this. 
~ 
d4 ~ 
" If so--good for you! If not--turn back to page 19--reread the material 
and repeat this measurement until you feel you have done it correctly. 
The advantages of the Water Displacement Method of measuring bulk fats 
are: 
1. Eliminates messiness in removing "bulk" fats from a measuring 
utensil. 
2. Gives a more accurate measure, as the solid shortening must be 
pushed down well into the bottom of a regular measuring cup to pre-
vent considerable space being left open. Often, the fat does not 
reach down to the bottom of the cup, resulting in an inaccurate 
measure. 
3. One can see the measure more easily with the pyrex utensil. 
This method of measuring fats is used to mei3,.9ure, are the---- fats. 
If you could not remember these terms, turn to page 17 
If you had no trouble recalling these terms, go to page 22 
(Page 1) 
TO THE STUDENT: 
AN EXCERPT FROM A SAMPLE PROGRAM . 
LEARNING THE BASIC PRINCIPLES ANp 
PROCEDURES OF THE ART OF CARVING 
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This program is quite different from working with an ordinary textbook. 
This program presents units of information, usually less than 1 page in 
length. 
You must then make a response to indicate whether or not you understand 
the information presented. These units of information will alsq review 
11 old11 material to make sure you remember it. 
Work.near the 8mm film-loop projector and have at hand, the filmloops 
which accompany this program. These·loops will be referred to from 
time to time in the course of this program and will be helpful in pre-
senting some of the information concerning carving. 
The program is in two parts. Upon completion of Part I, you can go 
immediately to Part II, or wait until a later date. It would not .be 
recommended to wait more than a day or two to complete Part II. 
You will be given the following to work with: 
1. The progr~m--Part I 
2. A carving set which should include: 2 carving knives and a 
carving fork. 
3. A steel or porcelain knife sharpener 
4. 8mm film-loop projector 
5. 8mm film-loops 
Part I a. "To True A Blade" 
b. "The Art of Carving A Turkey" 
Always follow directions for the next page you are to read •. 
Turn to page 2 .to begin the program 
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INTRODUCTION: 
The purpose of this program is, in part, to familiarize you with the 
"art" of carving. Even the most inexperienced person can carve a roast 
or a turkey successfully, if he has good carving tools and knows where 
and how to start. 
When you have finished Part I, you should have the following information 
at your disposal for future experiences in carving meats. 
1. An adequate understanding of .the value of being able to carve meats 
correctly and confidently, 
2. An understanding of·the relationship between between being an effi-
cient and successful host and being able to carve correctly. 
3. Knowledge and practice in the proper method of sharpening or "truing" 
the blades of the carving knife with a steel or porcelain knife 
sharpener. 
4. Familiarity with the general "rules of carving etiquette". 
Turn to page 3 and continue 
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(Page 3). 
5. Familiari.ty with the proper carving procedure for turkey or fowl. 
The guides given herein will help you to practice and better understand 
this age-old .art of carving meat. Carefully obse.rve the illustrations, 
meat charts and film-loops whic4 have been included with the program. 
Although it would be impractical economically, time-wise, and space-
wise, to prepare all of these meats and actually practice these. tech-
niques in the kitchen--it is hoped that the information given and asked 
of you will be beneficial to you when you actually encounter carving 
and hosting experiences in your own home. 
You may be surprised .how many of the meat cuts and c~rving techniques 
are very similar. Learning the similarities will assist you in recall-
ing the techniques in the future. 
Turn to page 4 
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Now that you have all of the materials assembled for this program, let's 
proceed with Part I. 
First of all, why don't we determine how the knowledge of carving could 
be of value to you as a future host. If you are not familiar with the 
term--host--it refers to a man who extends hospitality to others, usually 
in his own home. 
The convenient "ready-to-serve!! platter or so-called Russian Service, 
has almost displaced carving. Where does this leave the host? 
Should you omit this skill from your own home and always use the pre-
prepared dishes? What if you were called on to do the carving in some~ 
one els.e's home--could you rely on guess work? 
Please select the statement which best describes your attitude now! 
A. "Yes, carving is becoming a lost art, but I feel that a 
"Jfost", should be capable of accomplishing this skill. 
own curiosity--! would like to know its secrets: 
To learn these "secrets"--go to page 6 
truly good 
Out of my 
B. "If carving is becoming so extinct and a less practical as well as 
less practiced skill, why should I, as a future "Host", bother to 
pursue this so-called art?" 
Why?------go to page 7 
(Page 5) 
A steel or porcelain sharpener is usually used to "true" the blade of 
the carving knife. It is magnetized, and is usually a long, round 
spindle of steel .or porcelain on a handle. 
lll 
You just learned that the "Steel" (as the sharpener is commonly referred 
to) is magnetized in order to realign the structure of 
th.e carving knife blade. 
To get the knife blade extremely sharp and smooth for more ease in 
carving, and more accurate cuts, one should the blade. 
Follow this procedure with the steel and one of the carving knives in-
cluded in your equipment: 
1. Hold the steel firmly in the left hand (or r~ght--if you are left-
handed), thumb on top of the handle. 
2. Hold the knife in the right hand, point upward, and hand slightly 
away from the body. 
3. Place the heel of the blade against the far side of the tip of .the 
steel--the steel and blade should meet .at about a 15 degree to 25 
degree angle. 
This last step should look something like this--as you also observed in 
the .film loop. 
To sharpen the V-edge of a knife until it is perfectly sharp, with a 
steel--this procedure is called the blade. 
Turn to page 10 and continue 
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Your curiosity will take you far--into the realms of successful "Hosting"· 
and food preparation. So far--so good! 
Not only will you be enabled to entertain future dinner guests royally 
with your confident manner and ease in carving meats just to perfection, 
but the personal satisfaction from acquiring this skill will make it 
well worth the effort! 
The man who cannot only prepare the food, entertain the guests, and then 
serve the food with a touch of tradition aI).d personality--is bound to 
earn the respect and admiration of those whom he serves. 
First--let's talk about the carving utensils. Observe the carving set 
which was provided you with this program. The carving knives are our 
first concern. 
Slicing knives for ham, roast beef, large turkeys, and pot roast, have 
a very flexible 10 inch blade, about 1 and 1/4 inch wide. Pick up this 
carving knife and observe the blade. 
Carving knives for game, loin of pork, rack of lamb, .or lobster, are 
about a foot in length. Their 8 and 1/2 inch pointed, rigidly firm 
blades, are about 1 and 3/4 inches wide. They are so shaped that at the 
blade eµge, they come to a fine "V". Compare the two knives. 
You should be able to differentiate between these two types of carving 
knives and their uses. 
The carving knife most appropriate for turkey, pot roast, and roast 
beef, has a inch blade and is very---------
stiff /flexible 
The carving knife most appropriate for rack of lamb, lobster, game, etc. 
is the one with tp.e inch blade, which is very---------
stiff/flexible 
Go to page 8 
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That is really a very good question--Why should one bother to pursue this 
skill which seems to be becoming almos.t·a·novelty irttoday_'shome?'' 
Perhaps there are some advantages and uses of this age-old skill which 
you have not considered. Think on these points before backing away from 
this "awesome" project. · 
1. · Ready-to-serve, pre-.cut meats are often more expensive to serve. 
(You do pay for the processing:) 
2. You can serve as large or as small portions and combinations of the 
light and dark meat as you desire--your "eye" and."hand" will deter-
mine the size of the portions and your guests can express their 
choice of meat combinations to you. 
3. You can carve only as·much meat as in needed to be served at a part-
icular meal, saving the remainder for future needs. 
4. As head of a family, or the acting Host, it is very pleasurable to 
be able to carve the main meat dish, serve the individual platters, 
and extend this personal note of hospitality to your family and 
friends. 
5. The carving of the meat at the table makes the meal much more inter-
esting and attractive to those involved. This breaks the monotony 
of always serving pre-prepared main dishes or those involving rto 
special handling in serving. 
6. Men have enjoyed the art of c~rving meat for centuries and centuries. 
Through the Bible and History books, we have been able .to determine 
the role of man in food preparation down through the years. What a 
shame to miss out on an experience which has always been considered 
a "masculine" honor and privilege: 
If you are not a little more convinced at this point, consider the 
advantages of not knowing how to carve--are there really many? 
Turn back to page 4 and select the other alternative 
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Answers to page 6: 10 inch, flexible; 12 inch, flexible 
You should have noticed in looking at the carving knives in the set pro~. 
vided with this program, that the blade is extremely sharp and needs to 
be kept under easy control of the person doing the carving. Not only 
to eliminate accid~nts,with .the sharp blade, but one needs the sharpness 
under control in order to make more· acc.urate and uniform .cuts of meat. 
Observe, that the blades are so shaped as to form a fine "V-shape". In 
order to keep this V-edge "true"--or extremely sharp and smooth, it is 
useful to know how to sharpen the edge. This is done by using various 
types of knife sharpeners. The type we will be discussing and using, is 
the steel or the porcelain stick-like sharpener which is done manually. 
The steel, which must be kept magnetized in order to realign t~e mole-
cular structure of the carving knife blade, is known to be one of the 
most efficient methods of sharpening or "truing" a knife blade. 
A. If you already know how to use a steel in sharpening a knife--fine! 
Turn ahead .to page 9 and continue. 
B. If you have never us.ed a steel, or perhaps need a quick review in 
its use--first go to the Bmm film-loop projector and view the first 
portion of the Part I film-loop on carving--entitled '.'To True A 
Blade". 
After viewing the film-loop, 
turn to page 5 and continue the program 
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Answers to page 10: across, behind 
Since you are now familiar with the carving knife and the steel--perhaps 
the carving fork will presnet no problems to you, as it is a very help-
ful part of the carYi~g equipment. 
Look at the carving fork included with the set. If it has graceful 
shaped tines--sharp and flaired out--it will easily pierce food and hold 
it securely while you carve. 
While it is customary to use the carving fork with the carving knife 
when carving at the table, it is correct to use a smaller "turning fork" 
as a helper, if it will make the carving and serving a smoother perform-
ance. This smaller fork is not included in the most basic carving sets, 
but.is quite similar to the larger carving fork in its physical makeup. 
The carving fork has several uses for you as the Host: 
1. To hold in place large roasts, turkeys, or other large cuts of meat, 
and to prevent them from slipping from the carving platter. 
2. To use to turn large cuts of meat. 
3. To use to serve the cuts of meat directly to plates or unto a 
serving platter. 
The main advantage of the carving fork, is the feeling of control it, 
gives to you as Host and carver! 
The fork-hand should always be behind--not in front of ·the blade! Pro ... 
tect yourself further by using a fork with a thumb-piece if possible. 
The utensil which aids the carving knife greatly in securing and serving 
meats while carving is . the ___ _ 
Flaired, sharp, and graceful tines which pierce food easily, are the 
characteristics of a good·---~-
An important advantage of the carving fork is that it gives the carver 
or Host a feeling of--------
Turn to page 11 
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Answers to page.5: molecular, "true"; "truing" 
To complete the."truing"·of the carving knif~ blade--follow these direc-
tions with the carving knife and steel you.have been working with: 
1. Draw the blade of the knife across the steel, bringing it down to~ 
ward the left hand, with a quick swinging motion of the right wrist. 
The entire blade should pass lightly over the steel. 
2. To start .the second stroke, bring the knife into the same position 
~sin the first stroke, but this time, the steel should lie behind 
th~.blade, away from you. 
3. Repeat this process about 12 strokes. Lightly touch the knife blade. 
to test its smooth sharpness. 
( 
These last steps should look something like this: 
. ,··-~. 
Practice· these st~ps a few times with the carving knife and steel. If 
the procedure still isn't clear, view the film-loop again, turn back to 
page 5 and begin this procedure again. When you feel you understand and 
have accomplished truing the blade, you are ready to continue. 
In the first motion of truing the blade, one should pull the blade· 
the steel; bringing it down with a quick motion. 
~~~~~~~~~-
across/behind 
In the second stroke of truing the blade, it is important that the steel 
lies away from you, the blade~ 
behind/in front of 
Go to.page 9 
(Page 11) 
Answers to page 9: carving fork, carving fork, control 
As a prospective "carver" you should be this time, be able to see·the 
importance of the carving equipment used and the importance of taking 
care of the blade of the carving knife. 
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When you actually try out your carving in the kitchen~ use a carving 
board until you become truly worthy of the art and.can carve on a platter 
without scratching 11:: · 
One value of the carving board is that the meat or fowl can be quickly 
sliced and attractively arranged on a hot platter in the kitchen, then 
served along with the vegetables, gravy, etc. all piping hot and at the 
s·ame time! Nothing is more unpalatable than lukewarm food. 
By the way--who dete.rmines where the carving is .to take plaee--:in the 
kitchen or at the dinner table? Why, YOU---the host, of course: This 
is one of the privileges which comes with hosting and carving the meat 
dish, and the guests should go along with your decision. 
If the carving is done in the kitchen, it is very conv~nient to use a 
carving to prevent scratching of the serving platter and 
to enable you to serve all of the food at once on hot platters. 
Now, the next question is: "Are there any hard and fast rules for the 
carving which is done at the table?" 
If you believe there are definite carving rules which one should follow 
in order to carve successfully, turn to page 12. 
If you disagree,. and do not feel there could be definite rules governing 
the proper procedures for carving meats, turn to page 14. 
APPEND-IX C 
SAMPLE OF SLIDE SERIES PROGRAM 
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AN EXCERPT FROM A SAMPLE PROGRAM 
"BACHELOR SURVIVAL'' 
CONSUMER TIPS FOR BOYS 
SLIDE !--Differences in consumers are ·myriad, and consequently it is 
:riisky to generalize about their practices and preferenceso 
Nationality, race, and religion influence our food choices~ 
as-well as age, income, level of education, and employment 
of the consumer-whether male or femaleo 
What is more, consumers seek and select different products 
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at -different times· for ·differ-ent · purposes o • • • Food markets 
cater to all kinds ·of ·people--young and old, weight-watchers 
as well as hearty eaters, those with special dietary problems 
as well as those with normal diets, those who like familiar 
foods and those who seek specialtieso ••• 
Our markets·function efficiently when they provide each and 
every one of us with what we want, when we want it, and as 
we like it. This is·a tremendous task, and it grows as more 
people live in cities, and as technology enables 'us to have 
more forms and kinds of products the year around. 
SLIDE rr ... As a consumer .. -whether you really do plan to remain a bachelor, 
or be a "family-man'' someday--you need to learn, and to contin-
ue ·learning, how to·buy and care·for this food intelligently. 
It remains for ·you to learn how to make intelligent use of 
your, know ledge of foods , your money, and your time and energy 
to buy and care for food. 
Didyou·know·that your Dad probably has spent hundreds of 
dollars a year for food? You yourself may spend thousands 
during your lifetime! To-spend this money wisely, you must 
plan your marketing. 
You may be earning your own money by this time, and can ex-
. · pect -- as a bachelor·. or as a family. man• to spend a good port ion 
of it on food. What percentage of the dollar do you thi'nk the 
average man spends on food today? Do you plan ahead to have 
money left over for eating out? How can you know how m\l,ch 
money should be spent for food? What kinds of things will you 
have to consider when you will be buying all the food you eat? 
Fip,ure 1. Compare Fresh Produce for Quali t y 
"BACHELOR SURVIVAL'; SLIDE SI:RIES PRnGRAM 
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Figure 2. Consult the Heat Hanatser Hhen Unsure of Cuts 
"BACHELOR SURVIVALc7 SLIDE :-:: RIF:. PROGP..AII 
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' APPENDIX D 
AVAILABLE COMMERCIAL MEDIA 
12~ 
Slides 
STANDARDS ,oR JUDGING FOODS* 
Available from: Institute of Agriculture 
University of Minnesota 
. St.. Paul: 1, Minnesota:· 
MRS. TILLEY ANp HER LEMON PIE KITCHEN~ 
~vailable from: Edison Electric Institute 
750 Third Avenue 
New York 17, New York 
MEAL IDENTIFICATION SLIDE. SET* 
CANNING MEAT* 
Available from: Consumer Communications Depart~ent 
National Live Stock and Meat Board 
36 South Wabash Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
Available from: U.S.D.A. 
MEAT IDENTIFICATION SLIDE SET 
BEEF FROM STORE TO TABLE* 
.Available from: Consumer Communications Department 
National Live Stock and Me~~ Board 
36 South Wabash Ave~ue 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
HOW TO COOK EGGS* 
*All slides also available from O.S.U. Audio:-Visual Center 
;J.23 
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HOW TO BUY, COOK, AND SERVE BEEF* 
' Available from: Swift and Company 
SELECTING AND BUYING FOOD FOR THE YOUNG FAMILY* 
HOW TO COOK MEAT BY DRY HEAT* 
HOW TO COOK MEAT BY MOIST HEAT* 
FOOD FOR FAMILY SURVIVAL* 
HOW TO BUY MEAT--PARTS I, II, & III* 
Available,from: Swift and Company 
CANNING VEGETABLES WITH STEAM PRESSURE* 
' 
Available from; U.S.D.A. 
FREEZING OF BROCCOLI AND CORN ON THE COB* 
FREEZING OF STRAWBERRIES AND PEACHES* 
*All slides also available from O.S.U. Audio-Visual Center 
NUTRITION 
FOOD 
Programed Instruction 
Available from: Central Scientific Company 
1700 Irving Park Road 
Chicago, Illinois 
Available from: Field Enterprises Educational 
Corporation, Dept. C-T 
Merchandise Mart Plaza 
Chicago, Illinois 60654 
NUTRITION--PARTS I & II 
COOKING MEATS 
COOKING TERMS 
Available from: Behavorial Sciences Laboratories 
Chicago 
Illinois 
Available from: Field Enterprises Educational 
Corporation, Dept. C-T 
Merchandise Mart Plaza 
Chicago, Illinois 60654 
WHAT IS KOSHER 
Available from: National Society for Hebrew 
Day Schools 
520 Monroe Avenue 
Scranton, Pennsylvania 
TABLE WAITING, SERVING ETIQUETTE 
WELL RWARDD WAITRI 1 
WELL RWARDD WAITRI 2 
PERFECT WTR STS TABLE 
SERVING A PERFECT MEAL l 
SERVING A PERFECT MEAL 2 
SERVING A PERFECT MEAL 3 
Available from: Visual Programming (Sub. of Gralfex) 
315 Central Park West 
New York, New York 10025 
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FLAMELESS ELECTRIC RANGE 
Available from: Educational Eng. Inc. 
381 W. Seventh Street 
San Pedro, California 
COOKING WITH CORN OIL 
COOKING FISH AND CHIPS 
PREPARING A SANDWICH CAKE 
FINISHING A SANDWICH CAKE 
MAKING A TREACLE TART 
PREPARING MAYONNAISE 
8mm Filmloops 
CONVENIENCE FOODS IN CREATIVE COOKERY 
SARDINE AND SPAGHETTI FLAN 
SWEET SAUCES FOR PUDDINGS 
QUICK MOUSSAKA 
CHILI CON CARNE 
CREAM OF CHICKEN SCUFFLE 
SALADS (MAIN MEAL AND TOSSED) 
THE FOOD WE EAT--SERIES I 
WHAT IS FOOD 
FOOD FOR GROWTH 
FOOD GIVES US ENERGY 
MILK 
EGGS 
FLOUR 
SUGAR 
BUTTER AND MARGARINE 
FRUITS 
MEAT 
FISH 
VEGE'l'ABLES 
HOW THE BODY USES FOOD 
WAYS OF COOKING 
STEPS IN GETTING READY TO COOK 
Available from: COOKING--Eothen Film~ Limited 
Technicolor Commercial and Educational 
Division 
1300 Frawley Drive 
Costa Mesa, California 92627 
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LINING A CAKE TIN 
SIMPLE CAKE DECORATION 
MAKING A PAS TRY 
ROUGH PUFF PASTRY 
SAUSAGE ROLLS 
BREAD ROLLS 
SHORTCRUST PASTRY 
PIE DECORATION 
PEELING POTATOES 
SWISS ROLLS 
PREPARING A CHICKEN FOR ROASTING 
CARVING A CHICKEN 
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Available from: Potter's Photographic Application Company 
Technicolor Commercial and Educational 
Division 
1300 Frawley Drive 
Costa Mesa, California 92627 
MEAT COOKERY--WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO BEEF AND LAMB 
MEAT STRUCTURE 
TOUGH CUTS--BEEF 
TOUGH CUTS--LAMB 
TENDER CUTS--BEEF 
TENDER CUTS--LAMB 
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN MEAT IS COOKED PART I 
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN MEAT IS COOKED PART II 
HOW TO MAKE MEAT MORE TENDER 
HOW TO MAKE A STEW OR CASSEROLE 
HOW TO BRAISE MEAT 
HOW TO BAKE OR ROAST MEAT 
HOW TO GRILL MEAT 
FAULTY FINGERS 
Available from: Macmillan & Co., Ltd. 
KITCHEN MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES 
THE KITCHEN 
PLANNING FOR EFFICIENCY 
CLEANLINESS AND SAFETY 
SETTING THE TABLE 
WASHING UP 
FOOD FOR HEALTH 
A BALANCED DIET 
PROTEINS AND MINERALS 
CARBOHYDRATES AND FATS 
VITAMINS 
Technicolor Commercial and Educational 
Division 
1300 Frawley Drive 
Costa Mesa, California 92627 
FOOD GUIDES 
CALORIES 
PREPARING TO COOK 
SELECTION OF FOODS 
CLEANLINESS AND TERMS--COOKING 
MEASURING AND TERMS--COOKING 
Available from: Serling Educational Films, Inc. 
BAKING 
Technicolor Commercial and Educational 
Division 
1300 Frawley Drive 
Costa Mesa, California 92627 
BREADMAKING--MIXING 
BREADMAKING--KNEADING AND BAKING 
PIE CRUST--MIXI~G 
PIE CRUST--FORMING AND BAKING 
ROLLS FORMING 
PASTRY DOUGH MIXING 
PASTRY FORMING 
FOOD GROUPS AND HOW TO COOK THEM 
MILK 
CEREAL AND BREADS 
FRUITS 
VEGETABLES 
MEATS 
PREPARING MEALS 
PLANNING THE MENU 
BREAKFAST 
LUN,t:HEON 
DMffi!R 
SNACl<S 
Available from: Scope Productions, Inc. 
1461 West Shaw Avenue 
Fresno, California 93705 
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